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CLUB SONG
We’re the mighty team from South Perth
We’re the mighty fighting rays!
Ooh, ooh, ooh
We play it hard and we play it tough
But we play it fair and square
1, 2, 3, 4
All for one and one for all
That’s the way at South Perth
We are the mighty fighting rays
Yeh!!
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Presidents Report

COMMITTEE 2013

Welcome to the inaugural South Perth Junior
Football Club 2013 year book. It is the result
of the terrific efforts of our energetic Cub
Committee, particularly John Carter, Caitlyn
Rothnie and David Fare.

Position

Name

President

Lindsay Albonico

10

Vice President

Travis Burrows

5

Secretary

Chris Loughnan

10

Treasurer

Caitlyn Rothnie

11

Coaching Co-ordinator

Nigel Fleming

6

Youth Registrar

Jamie Strickland

6

Modified Rules Registrar

Kelly Kerrison

8

Auskick Co-ordinator

Olivia Raison

11

Property Manager

John Carter

11

Canteen Co-ordinator

Laurie Liddelow

11

First-Aid Co-ordinator

Lee Watkins

10

Communications
Co-ordinator

Dave Fare

7

The City of South Perth is well underway with the planning of the new
mixed-use facility to replace the well used and worn Ernest Johnson
Reserve Clubrooms. After years of travelling to other Clubs and
being envious of their new and modern facilities, our Club deserves
the benefits of a new home for its players, parents and supporters.

Social Co-ordinator

Frank Arangio

7

General Committee

Mike Richardson

5

General Committee

Natalie Gallagher

10

This year also saw the initiative of celebrating our Life Members in
a special day of football and recognition. It was an outstanding day
which I know the Life Members thoroughly enjoyed and it has helped
to return our Club to its community base.

General Committee

Darryl Sinclair

8

General Committee

Chris Long

1

From a team perspective, the Club is finishing
another successful season. SPJFC Y8 Green,
SPJFC Y9 Green, SPJFC Y10 and SPJFC Y11
are all competing in the 2013 finals series. This
is a credit to the teams, their coaches and team officials as well as
the parents and supporters.
To all of the SPJFC Auskick, modified and youth teams, you have all
performed fantastically this year. You have all been well behaved,
supportive of the umpires and you have all contributed to the positive
game day environment.
Congratulations to all of you!
The SPJFC is a large junior football Club. It needs the efforts of
dedicated volunteers to operate successfully and this year has
been no different. Thank you to all of the parents and supporters
who have volunteered their time to be goal umpires, water carriers,
runners, interchange officials and first aid.
The 2013 Club Committee has been outstanding. It has been a
tough year but the committee has been fair and reasonable with the
all of the issues before it and it has invested a tremendous amount
of its own time to make sure that the Club is well run and organised.

To our sponsors – thanks! Without you, the Club could not afford to
do things it does. To our Gold Sponsor Ian Hutchison and Associates,
you have financially supported our Club for many years. You have
asked for very little in return but you enthusiastically approach us
each year and handover your substantial support. Just outstanding
commitment!
To our other sponsors including IGA Como, you help keep our Club
successful and I and all of the other members sincerely thank you
for your continued support.
Going forward, the Club needs parents to join the committee and
participate in the continued success of this Club. A number of the
current committee will retire this year after many years of service. It
is a great opportunity to renew and bring new energy and excitement
to the Club.
I strongly encourage you to be part of the management of this great
Club. You will be advised shortly about the 2013 Annual General
Meeting so please keep this date and time free so that you can
attend.
The Club is in a great position to win Premierships this season.
Even if your season has ended, please keep an eye on the finals
fixtures and come down and support the SPJFC teams.
Please have a safe off-season and we look forward to your return
for season 2014.
Go Stingrays!
Lindsay Albonico
PRESIDENT

Meetings
attended

Our South Perth Junior Football Club’s
Objectives are:1. To foster and support the ongoing development of the sport
of Australian Football within our local community.
2. To actively participate in the Perth Demons District Junior
Football Competition by fielding teams, where possible, in
the Auskick, Modifieds and Open Rules competitions.
3. To abide by the Rules, By-laws, Codes of Conduct and
directions as determined by the Perth District and WAFC,
ensuring a safe environment for our children to play football
and building stronger community relationships.
4. To encourage our club values of good sportsmanship,
teamwork, responsibility, respect, leadership, commitment
and community participation amongst all our players and
parents.
5. To ensure the financial viability of the club and maintain
a not for profit sports association. SPJFC is incorporated
under the Association Incorporations Act and governed by
a voluntary group of committee members that oversees the
operation of all football activities within the club.
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Inaugural Patron - Allan Stiles
I started my football career at the South
Perth Junior Football club at the age of 8
in the Under 14s team the ‘Mosquitoes’.
We played in yellow cotton shirts with a
green cotton number and I wore number 4.
There was no real competition, just a march
past and knock out (round robin) day. We
received our first jumpers in 1959 and they
had a yellow background with a green stripe,
green around the armhole and a green collar
with white numbers.
During my time at the Club I played in
three Premiership sides and in every Perth
Combined side from when I was 12 until I
left. I won my first trophy in 1956 for only
missing 2 nights of training. My mother used
to work at the cinemas and I was meant to
be home by 5 o’clock and I was always in
trouble, I didn’t tell her where I was or that
I was even playing football until I brought
home my trophy!
I was exceptionally lucky at South Perth to
have very good coaches and good teams. In
1965 I went to Perth Football Club and won
a Premiership and Fairest and Best in their
Colts. I made my League debut in 1966 and
won the Reserves Fairest and Best in 1967
and 1968 and in 1968 won the Prendergast
Medal, Fairest and Best in the competition,
and a Reserves Premiership. I went on to
play 150 games, three State games and in
the 1970 game versus South Australia won

the Simpson Medal. I was made a Legend
of the Club in 2009. I retired from football
at the age of 27 and went onto a very good
career in Football Media.
At the age of 19 I started with the old Grand
Theatre Company in their Advertising
Department working my way up to
Advertising Manager and then General
Manager. In 1987 I ventured east for a
few years as Managing Director of a film
distribution company called Seven Keys. I
then returned to Grand Cinemas and with
my cousin Colin started the Grand Theatre
Company of today. Grand Cinemas now
operate six sites with 39 screens and are
the second largest independent cinema

group in Australia. I was awarded Australian
Cinema Pioneer of the Year in 2003, WA
Cinema Pioneer of the Year in 2010 and am
Chairman of the Motion Picture Benevolent
Fund.
I am honoured and humbled to be the
inaugural Patron of the South Perth Junior
Football Club.
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Treasurer’s Annual
Summary
The 2013 season has been a financially positive year for the South
Perth Junior Football Club (SPJFC). With a healthy account, we
can continue to improve club facilities and provide opportunities
to our junior footballers. However, one of the club’s key financial
challenges in the near future is to be prepared for the proposed
new clubrooms at Ernest Johnson Oval, due for completion around
2015/16. While this development will provide improved facilities, it
also requires significant financial commitment from our club. So we
need to continue building our financial position.
The following summarises key incomes and outgoings for the year.
•

•

•

•

•

•

Current registration fees cover direct player costs and basic
running of the club. This includes insurance for players and
property, Perth Football Club registration, trophies, team photos
and annual year book, umpire fees, first aid supplies and training,
district carnivals, coaches’ accreditation and development, food
and drink at SPJFC player events and oval marking.
Larger specialty property items, such as new jumper sets, this
year’s new shelter tents and the canteen’s bain-marie, come
from the generous financial provision of our many sponsors. IAN
HUTCHISON REAL ESTATE remains the principle club sponsor,
continuing their loyal support. COMO IGA has also provided
generous financial and material assistance to the club throughout
the year. Please support all our sponsors as they are great local
businesses within our community.
Sponsorship is also supplemented by government grants.
A significant achievement this year was receiving a $3,000
Healthway grant, in recognition of the club’s healthy environment.
There was also record participation in the government’s KidSport
initiative, which provides financial support for player registration
to families in need.
Our major fund-raising event was the annual parent’s social night,
held in June. Around 150 parents had a wonderful evening with
excellent music provided by one of our own Auskick parents and
his band. Feedback from the night has been very positive. I had
a fantastic night and would encourage all the club’s parents to
come along next year to help grow our local football community.
A great new initiative this year has been the “Stingrays 100 Club”,
which involves an annual $100 donation. It is a fabulous way for
parents, extended family, friends and local businesses to provide
financial support on a small scale to our junior football club,
particularly for those who cannot volunteer their time or services.
We have seen membership grow to nearly 40 and are hoping to
make it 100 members next year! So please come and join in the
new season!
Our canteen continues to provide a steady source of revenue. This
year, our Auskick players have received weekly encouragement
awards, with vouchers for food and drink from our canteen.
This has helped with increased patronage especially from our
younger player group.
Caitlyn Rothnie
2013 SPJF Treasurer

SOCIAL NIGHT
This years club social night was held on Friday night, 14 June at the
South Perth Civic Centre and was attended by approximately 160
people. It was great to see not only a heap of parents make the effort
to attend but also to be joined by life members, club sponsors and
VIP’s was outstanding. The night was full of networking, drinking,
dancing and laughter, with music provided initially by a DJ and then
we were rocked by The Mad Agents until the lights were turned back
up and it was time to head home.
During the evening, we recognized our main club sponsors, Ian
Hutchinson Real Estate and Como IGA for their continued support of
our club and junior football in general. Steve Lally of Ian Hutchinson
Real Estate conducted the auction of various pieces of AFL
merchandise and other items that were all highly sought after.
Items auctioned included –
•

A Tendai Mzungu signed playing jersey, photo opportunity and
tour of the Dockers facilities at Fremantle oval (x 2)

•

A Sharrod Wellingham signed playing jersey, photo opportunity
and tour of the Eagles facilities at Subiaco oval (x 2)

•

Corporate box for 10 people at Lathlain Park to watch a Perth
Demons home game.

Special mention and thanks must be made to Steve Smith (Past
SPJFC President) who purchased both Mzungu experiences and
donated one back to the club that was later raffled at our Club Day in
August that helped raise additional funds for our club.
In addition to the live auction we were also able to run several silent
auctions, with thanks going to various club sponsors and individuals
who kindly donated goods and services for this. The silent auctions
were again very well supported and overall the night proved a huge
success for our fundraising activities for the season.
While a social night is a lot of fun for all attending, a great deal of
work and co-ordination goes into the planning, set up and clean up of
the event. This year we had a Social Committee who were in charge
of the night, Frank Arangio, Caitlyn Rothnie and John Carter. Their
efforts must be applauded for not only organizing a great night but
also achieving a great result in fund raising from the night.
A special thank you is extended to Frank Arangio & family who
worked all night behind the scenes to ensure that the function ran
smoothly. The last of Frank’s boys had finished playing with the
Stingrays in 2012 and his commitment and passion to the club was
evident by his continuation on the committee for the 2013 season.
Frank is leaving our committee at the end of 2013 and he will be
sorely missed.
Thank you to all those helpers who stayed behind at the end of the
night to help clean up. Your efforts and assistance were appreciated,
plus it meant we could get out before the 1.30am curfew.
Finally, if you have a passion for the club or just want to help with
this or any other activity please consider joining the committee for
the 2014 season.
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BUDDY PROGRAM 2013
Season 2013 again saw the running of our Buddy Program,
which had its inaugural season in 2007 and continues to prove an
outstanding success and great club building exercise.
The Buddy Program essentially sees our Yr 6 players “buddied
up” with our senior team for a group training session and senior
game day. This year that was our Yr 11 team and their coach (and

past SPJFC player) Beau Wardman and his support crew did an
outstanding job in organising a memorable training session.
Beau and his team managed to organise some past SPJFC players,
Tendai Mzungu & Fraser McInnes who have gone onto forge AFL
careers to attend the training session which proved a massive hit with
the younger boys. The training session was held on a Wednesday
night and culminated in a group BBQ afterwards which allowed the
boys to mingle and get to know each other a little better
The younger boys were also included in the pre match warm up and
half time and full time player address when the Yr 11 team played
Ellenbrook at our home ground that also coincided with the running
of our Club Day on the 4th August.
Overall an outstanding experience for all players, coaches and
parents who were involved in this year seasons event and I know
that this years Yr 5 players are very excited about their turn next
year!

9
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Auskick Report – Season 2013
Firstly to state the obvious what a great season 2013 has been, I can
say this as I personally have had a great time and with all the wonderful
positive feedback from parents and kids, I’d say they all agree.
It’s been a busy season with a huge group for the Training only kids,
with a massive turnout each week. With all the work they’re doing
they’ll be well prepared for next seasons Sunday morning games.
The year 1-2 teams have been overflowing with numbers this year
with the coaches doing an amazing job of keep them engaged and
developing some fantastic skills, something that has been very clear
as we hit the half way point of the season, there’s a lot of superstar
sports boys and girls out there.
The year 3’s have made quite the impression on the other clubs
that they’ve played, this being their first year of playing away games
we’ve have nothing but praise from the opposing clubs on their
football expertise and that they are just great kids, clearly a product
of great coaching too.

Events like these don’t just happen without the help of coaches,
managers, parents, brothers and sisters and grandparents. So thank
you all for ALL for your help with the events this season from the big
ones to games on Sunday to helping with training on Tuesdays.

Throughout the season we’ve been lucky enough to have been
invited to represent girls junior football at Patterson Stadium at the
Eagles vs Essendon half time game…under lights.

As my first and not my last year as auskick coordinator I have really
loved being apart of the club. Thank you to so many parents that
made the job that much smoother, I look forward to another season
next year.

We had a HUGE turnout from SPJFC at the Belmont Gala day, fast
paced football, game after game after game, with the training only
kids joining us for the first time, there was a lot of footy mad happy
kids that day that had loads of fun.

We have a fantastic club at South Perth with some really amazing
parents, we could not offer such a wonderful club to the kids
without the help from you all, it can’t be said enough how much it is
appreciated.

SPJFC held a hugely successful family day with the highlight being
the inflatable equipment for the kids, EJ’s was a buzz with footy,
excited kids (big and small), giveaways, and the smell of a fired up
sausage sizzle. There was a great feeling of club pride in the air this
day and when this happens all the hard work the committee does is
without a doubt worth it.

Good luck to the current year 3’s moving up to modified footy and to
the rest of you I really hope to see you all next year.
GO STINGRAYS!!!
Olivia Raison
2013 SPJFC Auskick coordinator
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South Perth Junior Football CLUB Day 2013
The inaugural South Perth Junior Football Club day was held this
season on a beautiful sunny winter’s day, Sunday 4th August.
Everyone that took part will no doubt agree that it was a fabulous
event full of football and fun, generating a great community spirit.
Some have even hailed it as “our finest day as a Junior Footy Club”
and “a wonderful advertisement for junior football and the SPJFC”.
Hundreds of people from our local football community gathered at
Ernest Johnson Ovals and got involved in:•

Auskick and Modified games

•

Youth football game, with our most senior team’s (Year 11)
playing their last home game

•

Bouncy castle extravaganza

•

Handball clinic with heaps of fantastic football give-away prizes

•

Half time “little stingers” league match from our youngest football
group

There were free sausage sizzles supported by Neighbourhood
Watch, as well as providing their important community information,
second-hand junior stingray jerseys on sale, a raffle prize that made
all of us envious of the winner (especially “all us” Docker fans!!!) and
a magnificent performance by our Year 11s that set themselves up
for a great run into the finals campaign.

Five past SPJFC presidents attended the day and presented the
end of game awards to our Year 11 team. The president TrinityAquinas Amateur Football Club (a local senior football club), was
also in attendance to address the team and award 4 TAAFC jerseys
to outstanding players on the day. This show of support helps to
give all our club’s members a pathway into senior football. The
strength of our football community was also demonstrated by the
attendance of 11 life members, at least 15 past players (a number
of which played in the 2003 finals series) and past player’s parents.
This was outstanding, given they no-longer have any direct active
involvement with SPJFC.
The day was not without hiccup, with some late re-scheduling of
games, under estimation on attendance and some confusion on
volunteer requirements for the activities. But the overall success
of the day definitely overshadows these minor issues and prepares
us for a bigger and better Club Day next season. The committee
thanks all those volunteers involved on the day, because without
your help the day would not have been so successful. Thanks also
go to our football community which showed amazing interest and
support for our inaugural Club Day.
So next season, keep a watch out for the SPJFC Club Day, near
the end of the season, as we will be planning for more football fun,
celebrating our most senior team’s last home game and building on
our great community spirit.
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2013 Auskick Gala day at Belmont JFC
We had a great turn out for the annual Auskick gala day
Two year 3 teams, one year 2 team, one year 1 team and over 20
training only kids.
We had over 60 kids representing SPJFC which was great. As the
afternoon kicked off the kids flowed in, slid straight into their footy
jumpers then hit the oval for a warm up. We looked like a well oiled
machine with coaches (some original some coach for a day) getting
the kids running, kicking, marking all in the name of getting the kids
focused on the games ahead.
After the initial warm ups and march through along with the other
clubs the day finally got off to a start.
It was the first year the training only kids joined us at the gala day
and what a great turn out, unfortunately they were slightly short
changed with getting a bye for 1 out of 2 games but the game they
did play they gave it all they had.
There was high speed agility, fierce passion to get their hands on the
ball, team work to get the ball down to their end of the goals and the
continuous determination to get the ball in the goal posts.
After 20 minutes of play they raced up to their parents with faces
the colour of beetroot and smiles from ear to ear and collapsed in
exhaustion. Maybe one game was enough after all, I know they’ll be
back next year that’s for sure.
The year one team had a very successful day as they made their
way from one end of the field to the other and back again, game
after game after game, this didn’t slow them down though each

game they gave it all they had with many goals kicked and great
encouragement from the parents on the sidelines.
The year 2 team also had a great day being lead by a dad that
offered his services for the day (not usually a coach) and did a
fantastic job of organizing the kids and getting them to the right
ground on time, the year 2’s being veteran players by now had it all
under control working together to dominate in their games, with only
one hick up of the afternoon of having a player pulled up for playing
to well for a year 2, that’s just how we roll in South Perth people,
we’re superstars!
The year 3’s had bigger challenges on their hands with the
competition picking up the paces in this age group, these kids play
hard and have a ball doing it. Some seriously great football by the
year 3’s the coaches and parents should be very proud to have a
group of kids that give it all they’ve got and have fun doing it.
All in all a very successful day, I look forward to next years Belmont
Gala Day.
Thanks to all the parents that helped with coaching, getting kids in
uniform and supporting both the kids from our club and other clubs
we had lots of positive feedback from other clubs parents about how
supportive we are which makes me very proud to be apart of SPJFC.
Olivia

OUR PURPOSE

POSITIVELY & FUNDAMENTALLY CHANGING PEOPLES
MINDSETS BOTH PERSONALLY & PROFESSIONALLY

TESTIMONIALS
We would prefer our clients to talk about what we do and
the results they have achieved from working with us.
Following are some of the many testimonials we have
received from our clients:
Wedge Consulting was engaged to oversee 5 engineering
drafting companies form an official alliance to offer
increased capacity and target larger projects in the
mining and resources sector. This project was fraught with
difficulty due to the fact that we were also competitors.
Wedge Consulting guided us through the process and
along the way opened our eyes to many potential traps
and difficulties that we could not have imagined before
starting this process. We are now well placed to go to
market with this exciting new product. Without Wedge
Consulting steering the ship and putting together the
Strategic Business & Marketing Plans I don’t believe we
could have achieved what we have especially not in the
time it has taken.
Rapid Alliance
Geoff Osborne
Director and Board Member

Our Philosophy at Wedge Consulting
is to continually develop solutions for
the changing needs of our clients, both
present and future. Following are the
current Programs and Services that we
have developed and use with clients
dependent on their requirements.

Programs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategy, Business & Marketing Plan Program
Business Acceleration and Accountability Program
Inner Game Life Mastery™ Program
5 Pillars for Business Alignment
Executive Coaching/Leadership Training (1 on 1 or Group)
Mentoring Programs (1 on 1 or Group)
Lean Stream Lining of Business Processes
Business Alliance Formation and Strategy Program
Business Advisory/Coaching Programs - Kickstart - Essentials - Maximiser - Accelerator

Products:
•
•
•
•

SuccessPlanning™ Kit – How to build and run an Annual Planning Conference that
works
Business Plan, Action Plan, Marketing Plan and Budget Templates on CD
Your Goals Your Life™ – How to design and plan your life on CD
Business Owners Success Guide – Best Selling book on building a successful business

Workshops:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inner Game Life Mastery™
Business Success Secrets
LIVPACS™ – 7 Factors for Business Success
SalesSuccess™ – How to build top performing sales people
Driving the Growth of Your Business Through Customer Service
Your Goals/Your Life™ – Designing a Winning Life
TeamSuccess™ – How to build a fully engaged Team
LeadSuccess™ - How to build a Business of Leaders

I am very pleased to recommend Wedge Consulting to
you. I first approached Wedge Consulting because I was
looking for a fresh approach to a significant failing in my
franchise group in Australia and New Zealand. Their quick
understanding, empathy and problem resolution methods
reassured me I was on the right track and my concept of
introducing an independent third party was as an important
element as the resolution program itself.
I am happy to recommend wedge Consulting and to take
any calls seeking further information on them.
Colin Bareham
General Manager
Valet
Since dealing with Wedge Consulting my business
has grown, we have additional staff and have policies
and procedures in place to assist with the future of the
business. My business would not be in the position it is
in at this stage without assistance of Wedge Consulting.
Ruth Newman
Director
Ruth Newman Architects
Wedge Consulting conducted a business analysis on our
organisation and identified a number of areas in which
we could do things better, from systemising the business
through to pro-active planning and strategy.
Wedge Consulting has assisted us in putting together a
clear and documented Strategy, Business and Marketing
Plans, Systems and Reports and an Employee Reward &
Recognition Program.
If you want to build a business that is going to grow and
be sustainable in to the future, I recommend you engage
Wedge Consulting to assist you.
EPM
Mark hanks
Managing Director

WEDGE CONSULTING INTERNATIONAL
p: 0011 61 1300 323 133
f: 0011 61 8 9474 6992
e: info@wedgecorp.com.au
w: www.wedgecorp.com.au
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100 CLUB
This season saw the introduction of our “100 CLUB” initiative, with
the support shown by those members that joined far exceeding our
initial expectations for our first season target.

It is envisioned that the funds raised each year from this initiative
will be put towards enhancing every child’s enjoyment of being a
member of the South Perth Junior Football Club.

As a result of this tremendous support, funds raised from the 100
CLUB donations were able to be put towards –

We extend a huge thank you to all members who signed up to the
“100 CLUB” and cannot express our appreciation enough for your
contribution to the on going success of our club.

1. New playing jumpers for our Auskick teams. This was done in
conjunction with our major Auskick sponsor COMO IGA.
2. Our inaugural CLUB Day on the 4th August, which proved an
outstanding success.

We hope to see your name associated with this club again next
season along with many new members as we strive to ensure that
our club remains financially strong and that the children of our South
Perth community are able to enjoy all the benefits that our club can
offer.

WE WANT
YOU!
100 CLUB
“Securing our club’s future”

As a community football club we are constantly relying on sponsorship in order to run our club for the benefit of all our members.
In order to assist with this we are introducing the “Stingrays100 Club”.
The premise of this club is to give all parents, extended family, sponsors (past & present) along with others from the wider South Perth
community the opportunity to be formally involved with securing our club’s future by making a small donation that will hopefully become
an ongoing annual donation from each 100 Club member.
Parents and extended family members may choose to only donate while their child is involved with the club or they (along with sponsors,
past players etc) may decide to continue to donate for a number of years following the end of their formal involvement with the club, thus
ensuring the future of the club for generations to come.
This additional funding will ensure that our club remains financially strong and that the children of our South Perth community are able to
enjoy all the benefits that our club has to offer.
Your donation of $100 will be formally recognised during the season via various resources available to the club.
The funds raised will be used for the sole purpose of improving our children’s experience with our club..
Thanking you in advance

100 CLUB
“Securing our club’s future”
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2013
SEASON MEMBERS
2013 Season Members
1. T1. & VTBridger
& V Bridger
2. Knight
Family
2.
Knight
Family
3. Riley
Smythe
3.
Riley
Smythe
4. Lundberg
Family
4.
Lundberg
Family
5. Christina’s
restaurant
5.
Christina’s
restaurant
6. John
Congear
6.
John Congear
7. SS
7. & P
SSMartin
& P Martin
8. Rothnies
8.
Rothnies
9. Steve
LallyLally
9.
Steve
10. Arangio
Family
10.
Arangio
Family
11. Carter
Family
11.
Carter Family
12. John
Langford
12.
John Langford
13. L13.& HL &Hunter
H Hunter
14. Ford
Family
14.
Ford Family
15. Claytons
Butchers
15.
Claytons Butchers
16. Burrows
Family
16.
Burrows Family
17. Como
Physiotherapy Clinic
17.
Como Physiotherapy Clinic
18. Ritter Family
18.
Ritter Family
19. Loughnan Family
19.
Loughnan Family
20. Watkins Family
20.
Watkins Family
21. Ian & Cathy Hutchinson
21.

Ian & Cathy Hutchinson

House
Family
22.22.House
Family
Media
Tonic
23.23.Media
Tonic
FareFamily
Family
24.24.Fare

PyneFamily
Family
25.25.Pyne

Noah
Landau
26.26.Noah
Landau

Johnny
Zammit
27.27.Johnny
Zammit
Bailey
Williams
28.28.Bailey
Williams
Luke
Williams
29.29.Luke
Williams

Martin
Sneeuwjagt
30.30.Martin
Sneeuwjagt

Steve
& Lisa
Russell
31.31.Steve
& Lisa
Russell
Garry
Itzstein
32.32.Garry
Itzstein

Design
Roofing
33.33.Design
Roofing

34.Ian
Ian& &
Amanda Shipton
Amanda Shipton
35.Grazia
Grazia
Family
35.
Family
36.Atomic
Atomic
Café
36.
Café
37.Raison
Raison
Family
37.
Family
38.Aramis
Aramis
Tilli
38.
Tilli
39.Liddelow
Liddelow
Family
39.
Family
40. Erak Family
40.
Erak Family
66. Steve Irons
34.

66.

Steve Irons
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Perth Football Club Development Squads
South Perth Junior Football Club involvement in the Perth Football
Club Development Squads (October 2012 to September 2013)

2012 15s Development Squad

Each year, a number of talented South Perth Junior Football Club
players are nominated to take part in the Perth District Development
Squads, starting at age 14. The aims of these squads are to further
develop the Perth district’s (both metropolitan and country zones)
young players in the skills of Australian Rules football. At South
Perth Junior Football Club we are very fortunate to have several
players chosen each year to attend these Development Squads.

Clint

Chivers

South Perth JFC

Zachary

Hill

South Perth JFC

Tristan

Jackamarra

South Perth JFC

Bailey

Nisbett

South Perth JFC

Damian

Ruedavey

South Perth JFC

The list of the South Perth Junior Football Club players attending
the Perth Football Club Development Squads (October 2012 to
September 2013) are tabled below.
In addition to attending the 2013 XVIs Development squad, Zachary
Hill went on to win the Troy Cook Courage Award at the 2013 Robert
Wiley Foundation Annual Dinner. An outstanding achievement.

2013 Colts

Early DOB (Jan-Jun)

Late DOB (Jul-Dec)
James

Corner

South Perth JFC

Mackenzie

Long

South Perth JFC

Quinton

Narkle

South Perth JFC

Bradley

Pattison

South Perth JFC

Harrison

Sankey

South Perth JFC

Josh

Siegert

Goomalling JFC/South Perth JFC

Robert

Walker

South Perth JFC

2012 14s Development Squad

Dylan

Biggs

South Perth JFC

Early DOB (Jan-Jun)

Dylan

Cox

South Perth JFC

Lachie

Glasfurd

Moora JFC/South Perth JFC

Luers

Kellerberrin JFC/South Perth JFC

Anthony

Brogan-Henry

Railways FC/South Perth JFC

Campbell

Marc

Mather

South Perth JFC

Anton

Scotney

Moora JFC/South Perth JFC

South Perth JFC

Benito

Velho

South Perth JFC

South Perth JFC

Late DOB (Jul-Dec)

Harry
Josh

McInnes
Rouphael

2013 XVIs Development Squad
Clint

Chivers

Mingenew FC/South Perth JFC

Zachary

Hill

Northam Saints JFC/South Perth JFC

Bailey

Nisbett

South Perth JFC

Bradley

Pattison

South Perth JFC

Robert

Walker

South Perth JFC

Declan

Radomiljac

South Perth JFC

Zareth

Roe

South Perth JFC

Bold indicated WACFL Registered Players attending PSA
Also congratulations to the SPJFC players nominated for this
year’s Perth Development Squads:Year 8 Green - William Hadlow, Isaac Stokes and Jerome Woods
Year 8 Gold - Dane Mepham, Jailyn Kill and Jeffrey Yueng
Year 9 Green - Jack Collard and Michael Tarzia
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DISTRICT VOTES 2012 SEASON
2012 Yr8 Gold DDC Votes

Yr9 Green DDC Votes

• Harrison NEVERMANN.............................................................2

• Lachie GLASFURD...................................................................1

• Morgan ASHWORTH................................................................2

• Mitchell DALLIMORE................................................................2

• Aaron SKINNER........................................................................3

• Geoffrey MILLOY.......................................................................3

• Cameron BRETT.......................................................................3

• Nicholas ELPHICK....................................................................4

• Max NICOLAY...........................................................................4

• Henry MOON.............................................................................4

• James KNIGHT.........................................................................5

• Declan RADOMILJAC...............................................................7

• Flynn COAKER.........................................................................7

• Zareth ROE...............................................................................7

• Jake McCLELLAND................................................................12

• Alby MUNNS.............................................................................7

• Peter HODSON.......................................................................18

• Trent JAMES.............................................................................7

Yr8 Green DDC Votes

• James PANGANORON.............................................................8

• Elliott HUNTER..........................................................................1

• Quinton NARKLE....................................................................11

• Kane RALPH.............................................................................1

Yr10 DDC Votes

• Callan BINDON.........................................................................2

• Josh SEIGERT..........................................................................3

• Rowan WARD...........................................................................2

• Mason SIVIOUR........................................................................4

• Quentin MUNNS........................................................................3

• Tristan JACKAMARRA............................................................ 4

• Lincoln JOY...............................................................................5

• Hugh SANDO.......................................................................... 5

• Jack COLLARD.........................................................................5

• James CORNER..................................................................... 6

• Jiah REIDY................................................................................6

• Robert WALKER........................................................................6

• Dominic ROE.............................................................................6

• Miles BARRITT........................................................................11

• Nicholas WINTERS...................................................................7

• Bradley PATTISON..................................................................18

• Ben MARKWART......................................................................9

Yr12 DDC Votes

Yr9 Gold DDC Votes

• Marc MATHER........................................................................ 1

• Dylan LODGE-CALVERT..........................................................1

• Wyatt GORDON........................................................................1

• Brodie PRICE.......................................................................... 1

• Kieran CRAMER..................................................................... 2

• Anton SCOTNEY.......................................................................1

• Harrison WHITESIDE.............................................................. 2

• Kieran VAN DONGEN............................................................. 3

• Jeremy CUI..............................................................................2

• Reece DRUDI.......................................................................... 4

• Mark WHITTLESTON.............................................................. 4

• Joel MORRIS.......................................................................... 5

• Willis WIRINGI......................................................................... 6

• Liam BAKER........................................................................... 5

• Dylan COX................................................................................6

• Nathan MAZZEGA.....................................................................6

• Joshua ROUPHAEL................................................................11

• Benito VELHO....................................................................... 14

BEST IN FINALS 2012

2012 BEST IN GRAND FINALS

•

Yr8 Gold

- Harrison Nevermann

•

Yr8 Gold

- Peter Hodson

•

Yr8 Green

- Jack Collard & Kane Ralph

•

Yr8 Green

- Quentin Munns

•

Yr9 Gold

- Kieran Van Dongen & Nathan Mazzega

•

Yr9 Green

- Harry Sankey

•

Yr9 Green

- Declan Radomiljac

•

Yr10

- Zac Hill

•

Yr12

- Willis Wiringi
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OPEN RULES TROPHY
WINNERS 2012

Milestones 2012
2012 150 GAMES
(none awarded)

Yr 8 Gold
Best & Fairest		

Max Nicolay

R/up Best & Fairest		

Peter Hodson

Coaches Award		

John Congear

Most Courageous		

Cameron Brett

Most Improved		

Jason Hemphill

Best Utility		

Jake McCelland

Most Consistent		

Aaron Skinner

Yr 8 Green
Best & Fairest		

Luke Murtagh

R/up Best & Fairest		

Jiah Reidy

Coaches Award		

Nickk Winters

Most Courageous		

Lincoln Joy

Most Improved		

Domenic Roe

Best Utility		

Quentin Munns

Most Consistent		

Ben Markwart

Yr 9 Gold
Best & Fairest		

Zac Guadagnin

R/up Best & Fairest		

Joel Morris

Coaches Award		

Jaidyn Wood

Most Courageous		

Brodie Price

Most Improved		

Reece Drudi

Best Utility

Mackenzie Liddelow

Most Consistent		

Beau McLean

Yr 9 Green
Best & Fairest		

Alby Munns

R/up Best & Fairest		

Zareth Roe

Coaches Award		

James Panganoron

Most Courageous		

Geoff Milloy

Most Improved		

Nick Elphick

Best Utility		

Mitch Dallimore

Most Consistent		

Declan Radomiljac

Yr 10
Best &Fairest		

Brad Pattison

R/up Best & Fairest		

Josh Seigert

Coaches Award		

Sean Hughes

Most Courageous		

Blake Di Virgilio

Most Improved		

Reynard Hodson

Best Utility		

Clint Chivers

Most Consistent		

Bailey Nisbett

Yr 12
Best & Fairest		

Marc Mather

R/up Best & Fairest		

George Keith

Coaches Award		

Michael Arangio

Most Courageous		

Kieran Cramer

Most Improved		

Adam Harrison

Best Utility		
Most Improved		

Dan Horan
Josh Rouphael

2012 100 GAMES
Nicholas ALBONICO
Isaac BOSCH
Miles ELLERY
Nick ELPHICK
Harry FLEMING
Campbell GODFREY
Tim GRYGUC
Reynard HODSON
George KEITH
Mackenzie LIDDELOW
Mackenzie LONG
James LOUGHNAN
Ben MANIFOLD
Nicholas MARRIS
Marc MATHER
Brodie PRICE
Declan RADOMILJAC
Will RICHARDSON
Michael RITTER
Mason SIVIOUR
Luke SKONIS
Jaidyn WOOD

2012 50 GAMES
Jordan BECKER
Tom BIRD
Ethan BRADLEY
Tom CARTER
Les CASSERLY
Ethan CLAUX
Jack COLLARD
Nathan CROCKER
John FETHERSTONHAUGH
Harrison Gallagher
Logan Garrett
James GRAYDEN
Thomas Hamilton Stone
Matthew HOBBS
Jevon HOUDEN
Brad KERRISON
Jailyn KILL
Tom LUNDBERG
Samuel McCULLOCH
Dane Mepham
Kyle MONTEIRO
Bailey NISBETT
Luke PARKER
Jude PAULIN
Alexander PEARSON
Jacob RADOMILJAC
Shannon ROBINSON
Matthew SCOTT
Denholm SMITH
Jaret SMITH
Leyton SMITH
Connor SNASHALL
Ben STAGG
Isaac TEMBY
Dylan TIERNEY
Flynn Tierney
Zane TILSED
Lochie Watkins
Matthew WHITTLESTON
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PAST PLAYER 2013 AFL
ACHIEVEMENTS
Sharrod Wellingham
- 2013 AFL at West Coast Eagles
(100 games. Position is Midfielder with 56 goals. Premiership player
with Collingwood)

Tendai Mzungu
- 2013 AFL at Fremantle Dockers

Life members
Year

Name

1955

O. College

1956

J. Brophy

1958

C. Dalton

1959

L. Wright

1961

R. Read

1962

P. Garbutt

1963

A. Hughes

1964

D. Drake-Brockman

1968

T. Matthews

1973

T. Smith

PAST PLAYER 2013 WAFL
ACHIEVEMENTS

1974

D. Wakenshaw

1981

A. Spears

1982

J. Lee

1986

E. Rawlins

2013 Perth Demons League

1995

M. Parr

1995

N. Whitehouse

(56 games. Position is Defender, Midfielder with 37 goals)

•

Jarrad Irons (Career honours is 2011 AFL Rookie Draft #50)

2000

P. Currall

•

Joel Leeson

2001

J. Carr

•

Michael Mather

2002

N. Heather

•

Fraser McGinnes (Career honours is 2011 AFL National Draft
#28)

2003

R. Smith *

2004

S. Wardman

•

Michael Sinclair

2005

P. Crock

2006

M. Sneeuwjagt *

2013 East Fremantle League

2007

K. Goodwin *

•

2008

B. Smith *

2008

S. Whittleston

2008

S. Smith

2009

G. Edmunds

Matt Jupp

2013 Perth Demons Reserves
•

Daniel Arangio

2009

M. Goodwin

•

Dylan Biggs

2009

M. Power*

•

Dylan Cox

2009

M. Carroll *

•

Joel Kalajzic

2010

G. Itzstein

2010

T. Itzstein *

2010

W. Case *

2010

T. Bevan *

2010

A. Steffani *

2010

C. Steffani *

2013 Claremont Reserves

2010

J. Kalalzic *

2010

T. Lloyd *

•

2010

L. Mondy *

2011

K. Sinclair *

2011

K. Edmunds *

2011

P. Hughes *

2012

N. Fleming

2012

C. Butler

2012

D.Sinclair

2013 Swan Districts Reserves
•

Kane Goodwin

•

Braden Smith (2012 Reserves)

Tom Curtin

2013 Perth Demons Colts
•

Jordan Leeson

•

Marc Mather

•

Nicholas Michalczyk

•

Harry McInnes

* Denotes player is a life member through 150 Games Played
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PAST PREMIERSHIPS
Year

Age

Competition

1954

Premiers

U 18

PDJF

1955

Premiers

U 18

PDJF

1956

Premiers

U 18

PDJF

1957

Premiers

U 18

PDJF

1958

Premiers

U 16

PDJF

1958

Premiers

U 18

PDJF

1959

Premiers

Mos*

PDJF

1962

Premiers

Mos*

PDJF

1964

Premiers

U 18

PDJF

1968

Premiers

U 14

PDJF

1969

Premiers

U 12

PDJF

1982

Premiers

U 12

PDJF

1984

Premiers

U 13

PDJC

1994

Premiers

U 15

EFFCJC

2001

Premiers

U 13

EFFCJC

2002

Premiers

U 14

EFFCJC

2003

Premiers

U 15

EFFCJC

2004

Premiers

U 14

DDJF

2005

Premiers

U 13

DDJF

2006

Premiers

U 13

DDJF

2006

Premiers

U17

DDJF

2007

Premiers

U 14

DDJFL

2007

Premiers

U 17

DDJFL

2008

Premiers

U 13

DDJFL

2008

Premiers

U14

DDJFL

2009

Premiers

U17

DDJFL

2009

Premiers

U14

DDJFL

2009

Premiers

Youth League

DDJFL

2010

Premiers

U 15

DDJFL

2011

Premiers

U 15

DDJFL

2011

Premiers

U 17

DDJFL

2012

Premiers

U 13

DDJFL

2012

Premiers

U 14

DDJFL

Mos*
PDJF
EFFCJC
DDJFL

Mosquitoes
Perth District Junior Football Association
East Fremantle Football Club Junior Competition
Demons District Junior Football League
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Coaches and Team Managers
Team

Coach

Team Manger

OPEN RULES

Team

Coach

Team Manger

AUSKICK TEAMS

Yr 11

Beau Wardman

Meaghan Long

Yr 3 – Lions

Rob Ramsden

Katherine Arnold

Mark Ritter

Yr 3 – Kangas

Sal Martin

Danny Milner

Yr 10

Andrew Radomiljac

Laurie Liddelow

Yr 3 – Demons

Paul Jervis

Ryan Sedgwick

Yr 9 – Gold

Mike Brett

Sandra Hemphill

Yr 3 - Eagles

Dave Wallace

Lee Watkins

David Skinner

Louise Aspinall

Dave Allen

John Hall

Yr 9 – Green

David Collard

Jason Markwart

Yr 1 & 2 –
Wizards

Yr 8 – Gold

Ben McGillivary

Leah Tierney

Yr 1 & 2 –
Rockets

Kabir Osman

Tanya Cain Abbs

Yr 8 – Green

Barrie Smith

Jim Grayden

Yr 1 & 2 –
Warriors

Justin Vost

Jacqi Conrick

Yr 7

Mark Hobbs

Scott Bradley

Yr 6 – Gold

David Fare

James Hassett

Yr 6 – Green

Steve Lally

Barry Woodhouse

Yr 5 – Gold

Daryl Cousins

Claire Cousins

Yr 5 – Green

John Carter

Deanna Carter

Yr 4 – Gold

Graeme Rothnie

Emma Payne

MODIFIED RULES

Scott Edmiston
Yr 1 & 2 –
Boomers

Sven Burrell

Jody Williams

Yr 1 & 2 –
Torpedoes

Rob Pyne

Tracey Fowler

Yr 1 & 2 – Jedis

Matt Raison

Mark Sofield

Yr 1 & 2 – Pythons Wayne Otway

Caroline Mudd
Yr 4 – Green

Steve Monck

Kylie-Anne
Drummond

Michelle Otway

Rodney Kitchen
Yr 1 & 2 - Dragons Mark James

Terese Edmondson

Frank James
Pre Primary
Little Stingers # 1

Mark Longton

Little Stingers # 2

Brent Daily

Little Stingers # 3

Grant Collins

Little Stingers # 4

Luke Tannock

Recover from Injury and Pain in half the time
The e-celltm provides pain relief by encouraging cellular regeneration
“The range of conditions that the device could assist in treating is endless. It has the
Potential to be used in postoperative care for joint replacements, as well as in elite
athlete recovery and for the weekend warrior gym goer who goes a bit too hard”
Harry Banyard – Edith Cowan University School of exercise and health sciences
The e-cell has been successful in treating the following muscular skeletal conditions:
R Results of Sprains, Trips & Falls
R Worn Cartilage
R Muscle Spasms & Cramps
R Tendonitis & Bursitis
R Bruising, Inflammation & Swelling
R Osteoarthritis
R Ankle and Knee Pain
R Osteoporosis
R Mid & Low back Pain
R Shoulder & Elbow Pain
it’s a great feeling
R Muscle Tendon Strains
R Shin Splints

Pain Free

To find out more about how the e-celltm has assisted others, go to…. www.medictechnology.com or call 1300 764 117
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Why do you Coach?
Have you ever sat down and really thought about why you coach?
As a coach of junior football it is a very important question to answer.
Most of us do it because we have our own child involved in the sport
and it is a chance to connect with them and also their friends. In
essence we want to do it. It’s a choice. It is crucial though that you
do it because you want to make it an enjoyable and challenging
experience for the players.
So what should I be doing as the coach?
Taking training and conducting match day operations are the prime
roles. But whether you know it or not you are a role model, a teacher
and a huge influence on whether the players under your guidance
continue in the game beyond your coaching involvement.
Most coaches I’ve found want to teach young players about the
game as they believe it should be played. Fundamentally you want
to improve their skills and how they can implement their skills in a
game so it links with the rest of the team and there is some system
of playing that is evident.
In junior coaching winning is a fact of life. Most of those playing
will want to win, but it is not the main reason children chose to
play sport. Research has consistently shown they play mainly for
the friendships, be they existing or new ones, the enjoyment of the
involvement and the development of their skills - they want to get
better. If none of these factors are catered for it won’t matter if you
win, they won’t enjoy it and are unlikely to come back next year.
So do coaches coach to win? Of course they will, but it is more
important that they try to make each player better and to get the
team to display team work with the objective of scoring. In essence
that is the game, trying to create ways to score.
However, I believe the best way a coach can observe and assess
the team is that the players are trying to do what they have been
taught in a competitive game. Seeing their skills, decision making
and team work improving is the key goal of a coach. If these improve
it will result in goals being scored and possibly the team winning, but
the process is more important than the end objective of scoring or
winning.
If we worry too much about winning we may hinder certain aspects
of a player’s development. We need them to take chances and to
extend their skill. If they can play with freedom within structure, and
know they will not be punished or chastised for their errors, they will
be more responsive to what they are being asked to attempt.
Coaches by nature can be pessimists and get frustrated because
errors occur. But we have to accept errors if we want to extend
players. If an error occurs we need to look at it and see whether it
was a result of a skill deficiency, a decision making choice, or a lack
of team play.
If it was skill then more work needs to be done with the player to
improve their skill technique. If it was decisional then the player
needs to be guided on the options which may have led to a better
result. Activities providing practise in specific scenarios requiring this
sort of decision making must be part of training.   If it didn’t fit with
the team’s style of play explain why it needs to for the benefit of the
team. Either way players should be encouraged to keep trying to do
these things otherwise they will not improve.

Winning as the only goal is pointless without a series of instructions
or steps to help reach the goal of winning. The key is to have them
understand that by doing a, b & c they have a chance of playing
well enough to win. Sometimes they may do everything asked and
still not win. Generally that is because the team they play are able
to do a, b & c better, or the opposition may do “d” which your team
is unable to do just yet in their development as individuals and as
a team. The key for the coach is to keep working to make a, b & c
better and add “d”.
As a coach you have a right to demand players do their best no
matter what their age. They need to know that in a team game
everyone’s effort is needed. It is a lack of effort that a coach has
a right to be disappointed with when it comes to coaching. In this
scenario the coach must find out why the effort was low? There
may be very good reasons such as injury or illness or another issue
that has not allowed the player to be at their best. However when
stressing disappointment as a coach, be careful that is not seen
to be about you or the work you do, rather that it isn’t fair on their
teammates who are trying so hard and it puts too much unnecessary
pressure on them.
So to get the best outcomes for your players:
•

focus on skill development and team play in all aspects of the
game - the famous three phases of when we have possession,
the opposition have possession, or the ball is neutral,

•

maintain a positive attitude and approach,

•

encourage and emphasis what you have coached and asked
them to do,

•

educate and teach when you want to change their behaviour often errors occur because they don’t understand what you are
asking of them

•

ask them more questions during games and training because
they are ultimately the ones playing and have knowledge you
may not and which could help you as a coach.

In the end people will always try to do what they get rewarded and
praised for no matter how young or old they are.
Peter Schwab
AFL Director of Coaching

South Perth Junior Football Club (inc)

Team Reports

Left to right Back row: Luke Skonis, Clint Chivers, Tyson Galbraith, Mackenzie Long, Zachary Hill (Vice Captain), Sean Hughes, Josh Siegert (Captain), Harry Sankey
Middle row: Chris Mather (Physio), Tim Stobart (Assistant Coach), Nixon Hamlet, James Corner, Bradley Pattison (Vice Captain), Fraser Twomey, Fraser Hudson, Kirk Howes, Quinton Narkle,
Reynard Hodson, Meaghan Long (Co Manager), Patrick Hughes (Water) Front row: Ben Grigson, Damian Reudavey, Michael Spratt, Jordan West, James Dewar, Allistar Yarran, Hayden
Fancote, Beau Wardman (Coach) Absent: Tristan Jackamarra, Hugh Sando, Matthew Boys, Alex Baker, Kai Homer, Sean Gupanis, Jacob Colangelo, Michael Ritter, James Panganoron,
Daniel Ashwin, Michael Ashwin, Jordan Fitzgerald, Campbell Godfrey, Liam Baker, Blake Divirgillio, Nick Ipsen, Blake Sprigg, Tyler Morrell (Runner), Mark Ritter (Co Manager).

South Perth Junior Football Club
Year 11
Team Sponsor - Ian Hutchinson Real Estate
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Year 11
Coach: Beau Wardman
Assistant Coach: Tim Stobart
Team Managers: Meaghan Long & Mark Ritter
I don’t think anyone really realised how hard it as going to be to get
a Year 11 team on the field this year. With District footy, boarding
school players and private school footy commitments it was a battle
every week to get a team together. This was going to be a challenging
season for the Stingrays Year 11’s. Surprisingly we started the year
with 6 straight wins taking the top spot on the ladder. We took a lot
of pride in the fact that we had wins over a couple of tough traditional
“enemies”. By round 13 we had a 9 and 3 win/loss record and were
confident of making finals.
Coaching Coordinator Beau and Director of Coaching Tim worked
extremely hard for the boys setting an example of camaraderie
and team spirit that made every game enjoyable. Diggers (Runner)
and Chris (First Aid) also helped to make the team a success with
their generous support and time. The main theme of the team was
to enjoy the games and support each other on the field and these
young men lead from the sidelines showing us leadership, poise
and a sense of humour throughout the season. The best part from
a spectator’s view was the teamwork between boys who had only
just met! The support and off the ball work in the packs with tackles,
bumps, shepherds, and protection for the ball carrier was a sight to
behold throughout the season.
Josh Seigert (Captain) struck down with injury and only managed
three super games for the season, he was sorely missed as the
season progressed. Brad Pattison – talented, hard working leader
on and off the field Brad has super skills – marking, tackling, ruck,
goals need I say more? He played his heart out for the team week
in week out. Zac Hill showed glimpses of his brilliance while battling
injury throughout the season, he lead well and took plenty of marks,
showing his versatility all over the ground. Reynard Hodson was
the most reliable player every week, often taking “best on ground

honours” he was hard at the ball, tackled well and committed to the
play at all times. What can I say about Quinton Narkle and James
Panganoron (from the Year 10’s) just simply superb, goal after goal
tackle, chase, mark these boys can do it all!
Several of the old returning war horses stepped up again this year
playing fantastic consistent footy Mackenzie Long, Sean Hughes,
Matt Boys, Kirk Howes, Michael Ritter, Luke Skonis and Campbell
Godfrey were the back bone of this team week in/week out playing
any role with humility and dedication! It was also good to see a
few faces returning, Ben Grigson added his experience having
played up for many years he showed great leadership skills and
was a valued player. Kai Homer returned to us from Soccer and
we were extremely happy to have him back in the side. Damien
Ruedavey, Jordan Fitzgerald, Michael Spratt and Tristan (goal
sneak) Jackamarra returned to show us their wonderful skills. Clint
Chivers was also welcomed back and managed to squeeze in a few
fantastic games for the boys slotting easily back into the Stingrays
line up! Sean Gupanis, Michael and Daniel Ashwin, Alex Baker, Ali
Yarran, Tyson Galbraith, Nixon Hamlet, Jordan West and Fraser
Twomey all joined South Perth this year showing great skills and
bringing extreme talent and determination to the team. It’s always
tough to join a new team but they all slotted into the team structures
with ease.
Thanks to all who filled in as we could not have done it without you!
To finish I’d like to quote Mark Ritter (Co Manager) “…The great
team spirit and enjoyment of playing footy with each other as mates
- is the key to the South Perth way - win, lose or draw - the effort, the
camaraderie, the Mighty ‘Rays.”

Left to right Back row: Trent James, Mitchell Dallimore, Mack Liddelow, Harry Sankey, James Corner, Dylan Lodge-Calvert, Adam Klein, Toby Cranenburgh, Brodie Price
Middle row: John Elphick (Assistant Coach), Andrew Radomiljac (Coach), Lachie Glasfurd, Kiern Van Dongen, Sean Young, Max Healy, Austin Siviour, Josh Darmago, Jack Tonkin, Klai
Smith, Laurie Liddelow (Team Manager), Rex Lodge-Calvert (Assistant Coach) Front row: Ty Gent, Nick Albonico, Geoff Milloy (Vice Captain), Alby Munns (Captain), Nathan Mazzega
(Vice Captain), Bradon Hughes, Joel Morris, Oliver Hunter Absent: Nick Elphick, Declan Radomiljac, Campbell Luers, Caleb McDonald, Zareth Roe, Severin Kerse.
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Year 10
Coach: Andrew Radomiljac
Assistant Coaches: Rex Lodge-Calvert & John Elphick
Team Manager: Laurie Liddelow

cross district competition ladder. The team’s 4 losses have been all
against East Perth district teams and when the team has only had 18
players available – due to injury and/or school holidays.

The 2013 season is my second year of coaching at the South Perth
Junior Football Club. My first year was coaching the South Perth
Year 9 Green team in 2012. After a successful 2012 season, with the
South Perth Year 9 Green team winning a premiership, a main goal
for the Year 10 South Perth players this season was to achieve more
success for the South Perth Junior Football Club.

The team has shown fantastic discipline this season, playing high
quality and fair football. After 13 Rounds of football, the Year 10
South Perth team has not incurred any E-point deductions. Out
of 15 teams in the competition, our Year 10 South Perth team is
only one of 3 teams that has not incurred an E-point deduction too
date. All the players should be very pleased with the way they have
conducted themselves on the football field.

At our first training session in April this year I asked all the players
to fill out a brief questionnaire. One question asked – “What do you
want to get out of / achieve in 2013?”. The overwhelming majority
of responses from the players was to “win a premiership”. With an
initial squad of 31 players at the start of season, 16 players in the
team are yet to win a premiership.
The Year 10 South Perth team was essentially a new squad of
players at the start of the season, with many players not playing
football together previously. About 15 players were from South Perth
Year 9 Green last year, about nine players from South Perth Year 9
Gold, about six players were new to the South Perth Junior Football
Club and one player was from last year’s Year 10 team. The team
also consists of 18 players from Wesley, 11 players from Aquinas,
1 from Trinity and 1 from Kent St High. So a big challenge, initially,
was to bring the whole squad together as a single football team as
quickly as possible, in order to achieve the team’s common objective
– team success.
At the beginning of the season the team voted for their leadership
group. The team elected Alby Munns as Captain and Geoff Milloy
and Nathan Mazzega as Vice Captains. These 3 players are
fantastic footballers and it is important for the team they show strong
on-field leadership in the remaining games and in finals.
The Year 10 season involves playing some games against the Year
10 East Perth teams in a cross district competition format. This
is the first time our players has been involved in a cross district
competition (except for James Corner who played Year 10 last year).
The season started off with a loss in Round 1 to the very strong
Ellenbrook team (from the East Perth district). Since then the Year
10 South Perth team has enjoyed good success with 8 wins and 4
losses (up to Round 13). After Round 13, the Year 10 South Perth
team is the top placed Perth District team and is 4th on the overall

One of the biggest challenges this year has been managing players
with injury and soreness during the season. Almost the whole Year
10 South Perth team plays PSA football for their school on Saturday
and then a football game for South Perth on Sunday. In addition,
our team has 11 Boarders. So during school holidays or on long
weekends these 11 players, generally, have been unavailable to
play.
Unfortunately, 3 players (Kieran Van Dongen, Nathan Mazzega and
Campbell Luers) received long term injuries during the season. It is
great to see Kieran and Nathan have made a full recovery and are
now back playing football. Campbell’s injury was very recent, but we
expect Campbell to make a full recovery also.
It is important to acknowledge the great effort by Laurie Liddelow as
team manager. Laurie does a mountain of work as team manager
and has also runs boundary most games. I also want to thank John
Elphick and Rex Lodge-Calvert as the team’s assistant coaches and
Lindsay Albonico as the team’s first aid officer. There are also many
other volunteers that help out on game day, like Kieth Van Dongen
on goal umpiring, Richard Price, Linda Sankey, Barry Smith and
Les Corner on interchange, Colleen Gent on Russell White on time
keeping and scoreboard and Murray Mazzega on game day setting
up.
The whole team should be very proud of their efforts so far. There
are just a few home and away games to go and then finals. And
hopefully more success for the Club.

Andrew Rado
Coach

Car & 4WD Servicing
~ brakes, suspension, exhaust, batteries, tyres ~
Mention the South Perth Junior Football Club
for a $20 discount off any service
See the friendly staff at our Myaree or Midland stores
Call 93306166 for bookings or see us online at www.midas .com.au

That’s the Midas Touch
Midas Myaree- supporting the South Perth Junior Football Club

Left to right
Back row: David Skinner (Coach) Max Nicolay, Elliot Fenton, Mitchell Aspinall, John Dagnall, John Congear, James Lobb, Riley Smythe, Flynn Coaker, Louise Aspinall (Team
Manager).Front row: Khai Carvallio, Aaron Skinner, Kaiden Johnston, Peter Hodson, Jack Durie, Cameron Brett, Jordan Haddad, James Knight.
Absent: Jason Hemphill, Luke Reid, Ryan Barrett, Tahj James, Joseph Reagan, Nicholas Martin, Mike Brett (Coach), Sandra Hemphill (Team Manager).
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Year 9 Gold
Coaches: Mike Brett & David Skinner
Assistant Coaches: Mike Fenton, David Regan & Travis Hall
Team Managers: Sandra Hemphill & Louise Aspinall
Despite uncertainty pre-season around whether we would have
enough players to form a team we have managed to play out the
season with some great games in amongst some tough weeks.
Thankfully, the boys were always about having fun. It was to the
credit of the hard-working coaching staff, the recruiting of district
coaches and some realisations from the boys that allowed them to
blend the fun with some hard work that produced results.
The coaching this year was split evenly between Mike Brett and
David Skinner, with Mike having coached the Gold team almost
constantly since Auzkick days.
It has been a wonderful experience to see these boys develop into
young men that both their parents and the South Perth footy club
can be proud of. They have all displayed exemplary behaviour on
and off the field. They always play fair, play the ball and show no
aggressive behaviour to other teams despite harassment from many
of the opposition teams over the year. Our boys have maintained
their composure with maturity well beyond their years.
The 2013 Year 9 Gold team :
Riley Smythe: Natural leader, excellent under pressure and always
has the right attitude. This combined with a strong mark and kick
makes him a first choice key position player.
John Dagnall: Every team needs a Jolly Joker and JD is ours. Good
footy player when he puts his mind to it. Creates space and takes a
good contested mark. Our wingers know to look for him.
Joseph Reagan: First year back at footy from soccer and has
quickly established himself as a hard running, solid tackling mid
fielder. Joe has enormous potential and will be a player to watch in
coming years.
James Knight: James has developed into a particularly capable
key defender. Intelligent and a very good decision maker he quickly
grasps new game plans and has the ability to push forward and
rebound when required.
Cameron Brett: Fantastic in and under player who competes well
above his weight. Rarely loses a one on one contest, great in space
and a much better player than he gives himself credit for.
Peter Hodson: One of the toughest on ball players going around,
Peter is invariably ranked amongst our best. King of the one on one
contest he is capable of changing a game and lifting the entire team
with a moment of sheer brilliance
James Lobb: A great addition to the team in 2013, James is the
archetypal utility player who is capable of filling almost any position.
Can play ruck, back and forward as required and never complains.
John Congear: The “Mr Reliable” of the Gold team. Tall, fast and
capable great feats of endurance, John is the master of the 2nd, 3rd
and 4th effort. He is the “go to” man at centre half back and can “run
with” the best opposition players.
Ryan Barrett: Good game sense and hard running are the hallmarks
of Ryan’s contribution to the 2013 season. Always gives his best
whether playing in the forwards or backs.
Khai Carvallio: What Khai lacks in speed he makes up for in body
strength. He is capable of making a tackle his opponents do not
quickly forget.

Flynn Coaker: The corner stone of our attack in 2013. Always the
first player to look for in the attacking 50, Flynn takes an outstanding
contested mark, has a long accurate kick, runs hard and leaves
nothing in the tank.
Jordan Haddad: Close runner up in the Jolly Joker stakes, Jordan
is the Hamish to JD’s Andy. When focussed he is capable of making
a serious impact on a game in both defence and attack.
Jack Durie: A great team player, Jack is a hard runner who never
gives in and can play back or forward as required.
Max Nicolay: An elite runner who can shut down an attacking move
one moment then set up a goal in the next with his hard low left
foot kicks. Invariably in the right place at the right time and always
competes no matter what the state of the game. Nicholas Martin:
The “Tom Hawkins” of the Gold team - good mark, straight kick,
great hair and loves to sneak a goal. A favourite with our female
supporters.
Kaiden Johnston: Very good utility player when he remembers to
bring his boots. Can play forward or back and he has been missed
in the latter half of the year after breaking his hand mid-season
punching a ball away in defence.
Tahj James: Started with great promise but was impacted by injury
as the season progressed. Good defender, hard at the ball and has
real potential.
Mitchell Aspinall: After a slow start due to a motocross injury earlier
in the year Mitch has improved rapidly as the season progressed.
Mitch has a fun attitude towards his footy but is a very capable
player when focussed.
Luke Reid: With an injury plagued season Luke has not had a great
deal of opportunity in 2013. His strong leads, hard contested marks
and straight kicking have been sorely missed.
Jason Hemphill: Tall and fast with an unerring kick, Jason’s ruck
work has been an essential part of the team’s success. His absence
overseas for the latter half of the season has been very hard felt.
Elliot Fenton: A huge improver in the 2013 season Elliot is a hard
running player with a strong overhead mark. His work rate across
half back and half forward has been fantastic and he is more than
capable in the mid-field when called upon.
Aaron Skinner: Always finds space even in traffic. Kicks with left
and right foot and usually hits his man lace out. Good decision
maker - takes his footy seriously.
Always struggling for enough tall players, it was a massive blow to
the team to lose Jason Hemphill to their European family tour. His
hilarious mother, Sandra our manager, was also a huge loss and
Louise Aspinall stepped up admirably. Thank you, to both of you.
It is difficult to single out players or parents because so many had
enthusiastically contributed through the season. However special
thanks go to Mike Fenton, David Reagan and Travis Hall for
assisting at almost every training session and game, which made
things infinitely better for the boys. It is so difficult for them to get to
training each week with work commitments and we all appreciate it
enormously.
Many families contributed to make the season possible. In particular,
the Knights, the Dagnalls, the Congears and the Haddads, who
were amazing, prominent contributors each week.
Thank you all.
Mike Brett & David Skinner

Back Row: David Collard (Coach), Luke Murtagh, Dominic Roe, Riley Bridger, Ben Markwart, Callan Bindon, Elliott Hunter, Jason Markwart (Team Manager)
Front Row: Hamish McInnes, Rhett Brandis, Ryan Brass, Daniel Elhaj, Jack Collard, Zane Tilsed, Tom Steber
Absent: Harry Chadingboel, Ben Lawrence, Quentin Munns (Captain), Declan Smeed, Ace Sutherland, Michael Tarzia, Charlie Tonkin, Nicholas Winters.
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Year 9 Green
Coach: David Collard
Team Manager: Jason Markwart
Callan Bindon: Callan has come a long way in two years of footy
and has mastered the skills to be able to play forward and back for
the team.
Rhett Brandis: Rhett is a very skilled and exciting player who gives
the team his all each game he plays.
Ryan Brass: Small but fast Ryan gives the team the extra pace
that’s needed in our team.
Harry Cladingboel: Being the tallest player in the team Harry
provides a big target up in front of the goals for the team and kicks
straight.
Jack Collard: Jack offers the team skills that see him going from the
backline to the forward line with ease when required.
Daniel Elhaj: Daniel has grown with his game learning the skills
to become one of the best kicks in the team, strong and reliable in
defence.
Elliot Hunter: Ellie has the heart of a lion and has the best hands in
the team when marking and is very reliable up forward when kicking
for goal.
Ben Lawrance: Richie has proven to be a team player this year and
has played good footy all year, he plays hard at the ball and gives
his opponents nothing.
Ben Markwart: Big Ben leads his team in the ruck and has become
a strong leader on the ball, his kicking for goal is a winner for the
team.

Hamish McInnes: Gifted and reliable Hamish has been a real
bonus to the team with solid games in defence and has proven a
match winner up forward.
Quentin Munns: Captain Q has led the team with real aplomb and
is very gifted with enormous skills that have seen the team follow
him this year.
Luke Murtagh: Luke is a very talented player who can burst open
packs with his pace and is a major driver for the team.
Dominic Roe: Skilful and talented Dom is a true leader for the team
and gives the team the polish with his lethal right foot.
Declan Smeed: One of the most talented and skillful players in the
team Declan has won games off his own boot and has a big engine.
Thomas Steber: Quite and unobtrusive Tom does the job for the
team that see’s him winning the ball and kicking the goals up forward.
Ace Sutherland: A quite achiever Ace is a powerful player who is
learning the role of centre half forward and has achieved all that is
asked of him.
Michael Tarzia: Tough, rugged and smart Mike brings to this team
the strength to play a major role in the team in the backline.
Zane Tilsed: Zane plays a very important role in the team as the
sleeping partner in the forward line where he can win games with
the one percenters.
Charlie Tonkin: Fast and furious Charlie brings speed and a hard
at the ball approach where he plays an integral part of the backline
or across centre.
Nicholas Winters: Stevie is a proven ball magnet and can use his
skills to break open games with quick bursts of speed and also long
and powerful kicks.

Left to right
Back row: Leah Tierney (Team Manager), Flynn Tierney, Harrison Gallagher, Jeffrey Yeung, Jailyn Kill, Connor Snashall, Jarrod Schofield, Matthew Sarich, Shannon Robinson, Locky
Watkins, Mike Sarich (Assistant Coach), Darcy Naughton Middle row: Tom Warr, Tremayne Hodder, Dane Mepham, Fraser Patten, Dennis Odene
Front row: Logan Garratt, Spencer Woods, Ben White, Denholm Smith, Kurtis Wiles Absent: Ethen Claux, Tyros Hadley, Ben McGillivray (Coach)
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Year 8 Gold
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Year 8 Gold
Coach: Ben McGillivray
Assistant Coach: Michael Sarich
Team Manager: Leah Tierney
The 2013 season started off with an influx of new players and a first
year coach (Ben). The first game against a strong Thornlie team was
an eye opener for all involved as the boys tried hard but were clearly
outclassed by a well drilled outfit. Ben took the opportunity to get to
know the players and tinkered with the line-up.
The next two games showcased some of the best football for the
year. All players contributed and the results were well reflected
on the scoreboard. Everyone was given an opportunity to play in
different positions and the team started to develop skills such as
looking for a loose player in the centre and taking six steps before
disposing the ball to help break the lines.

As mentioned earlier, the team was hit hard by injuries. Shannon
broke his collarbone while Harrison and Ethan were also sorely
missed due to injury. This forced other players to fill roles they did
not always feel comfortable with and it was pleasing to see everyone
keen to step-up when out of their comfort zone. I feel they will all be
better footballers as a result.
The boys all enjoyed playing under the guidance of Ben. Although
the results were not as good as we would have liked, Ben’s focus
was on developing skills and ensuring all players contribute. Every
player demonstrated improvement throughout the year and will be
sure to build on this foundation next year.

Mike Sarich
Assistant Coach

Unfortunately a combination of injuries and complacency seemed to
unsettle the line-up and the team dropped some winnable games in
the middle of the season which meant we started to lose touch with
the top teams.
As the season moved towards the “third quarter” a lot of football was
missed due to byes, forfeits and school holidays. During this period
the focus at training was on building a more team oriented mind-set.
The boys worked on tackling, shepherding, blocking and getting to
contests. It was pleasing to see the boys embrace these concepts
as they started to match the stronger teams for extended periods.
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Left to right
Back row: Cameron James, Kaleb Siegert, Jerome Woods, Harry Wheeler – Connors, Harry Edwards. Middle row: Jim Grayden (Team Manager), Bailey Parsons, Jaret Smith, Tom
Grazia, Tom Blechynden, Lewis Parsons, Corey Taylor, Isaac Stokes, Barrie Smith (Coach)
Front row: Tom Bird, Ben Watson, Corey Junk, Will Hadlow, Jude Paulin, Colby Rutley, Luke Coleman, Raine Taylor, Zach Ferrari Absent: James Grayden
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Year 8 Green
Coach: Barrie Smith
Team Manager: Jim Grayden
The year 8 groups had a challenging start with a player list that
continued to grow. With not enough players for two teams and too
many for one, and less than 2 weeks before the season started ,
we began the challenge of finding 10 more players as well as
another coach. With just days before the first game we were able
to announce the 2 teams and start planning for the season ahead.
In our first game we were put to the test against a well drilled Thornlie
team and the boys were quickly introduced to the level of football
they would be up against for season 2013. With 13 new faces in a
group of 20 it took a while for the boys to familiarise themselves with
each other and adapt to the standard of football, but a late charge
in the second half showed some good signs. With no pre-season
training we were struggling for fitness and there were some obvious
areas of our game that we needed to work on.
After the first week we were down 2 players with minor fractures
with Colby doing his wrist and Raine doing an ankle, so we were
back on the lookout for more players. Fortunately we were able to
get another 2 boarders from Aquinas to complete the playing group,
however with 14 boarders out of a team of 22 it was going to take a
huge effort from our local parent group throughout the year.
With a large number of the boys from Wesley and Aquinas we knew
that their fitness would step up over the next month from all the
additional school training and games. We therefore worked hard
on the defensive side of our game to ensure we were able to hold
our opposition to low scores giving us a chance to get a couple of
early wins while we were getting up to speed. The hard work and
discipline at training was starting to pay dividends and as planned
we started to move our way back up the ladder.

Lewis and Corey Taylor were dominating their roles in the backline
and Stokesy on the wing was providing an unlikely physical presence
that we needed to match it with some of our bigger opposition.
As our fitness improved we started to work on our centre breaks
and forward line structures with Junky and Bailey jumping at the
opportunity to kick some goals. Cam and Kaleb also came together
on the half forward line to give us some good fire power further
out. Some easier games mid-way through the season provided a
good opportunity to mix the team up and most of the guys got a run
through the centre or on the wings.
Throughout the season Watto and Woodsy enjoyed the freedom to
go for a run with the ball and Harry’s dominance in the ruck gave
Blechy, Jaret, Birdy and Watto every chance to move the ball out
of the centre. Corey Taylor was sidelined half way through the year
with knee surgery allowing Colby and Luke to play on the ball as
Jaret moved back to work with Grazi and James ‘The Affro’ Grayden
on the full backline.
Having 2 tall forwards on the half forward line we did rely on some of
our smaller players such as Raine, Zach and Jude to assist on the
ground. Hadlow mastered the art of finding space and as confidence
grew Harry Edwards provided another option running off the wing.
Like any good team we had our fair share of sledging and banter and
Will always had a story to tell about the legend from Nungarin (not
that anyone ever believed him). Junky had a few vague moments
which created a bit of controversy for sideline officials and laughs
amongst the coaching staff, but all in all it was a good fun year.
Finally I would like to thank all the parents that put up their hand
each week to fill one of the volunteer roles and all the boarder’s
parents that helped out when they were around. Also thanks to all
the boys that filled in when we were short to make sure we were
always able to field a team. It has been a real pleasure to coach a
great group of boys and hopefully their hard work can be rewarded
with a strong finish to the year.
Barrie Smith

Left to right
Back row: Mark Hobbs (Coach), Luke Parker, Ethan Bradley, Morgan Ramsden, Ben Stagg, Les Casserly, Sam McCulloch, Scott Bradley (Team Manager) Middle row: Dylan Tierney,
Liam MacKenzie, Alex Pearson, Jack Bird, Matthew Whittleston, Matthew Scott, John Carter (Assistant Coach) Front row: Drew Reid, Matthew Hobbs, Trey Dawson, Aiden Hassan,
Andre – Christian Collett, Jack Wallace, Jacob Radomiljac, Connor Mincherton, Tom Carter Absent: Clay Dawson (Assistant Coach), Nathan Crocker, Sean Fidock

South Perth Junior Football Club
Year 7 Gold
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Year 7 Gold
Coach: Mark Hobbs
Assistant Coaches: John Carter & Clay Dawson
Team Manager: Scott Bradley
2013 saw full open AFL rules introduced to the Year 7 competition
for the first time. This necessitated the amalgamation of the two Year
6 Green and Year 6 Gold teams following a fall in numbers in both
teams from last year. A squad of 23 players resulted and the new
combined Year 7 Gold was embraced by the boys and an immediate
strong and close team bond was formed.
I was appointed coach with John Carter’s double Achilles rupture
resulting in him ruling himself out of this role. John continued on as
a valuable assistant coach and I thank him for his support.
Training numbers are always pretty strong and the endeavour
and commitment in the scratch matches at training could never be
criticised.
As mentioned, the first year of full rules meant playing on a full oval,
18 per side, monitored interchange and all other modified rules no
longer applicable with the exception of no soccering off the ground
(except in the goal square). The boys moulded themselves into this
very well and the full ground has certainly tested their fitness with
them battling to run out a full game. The successful introduction of
on-field rotations, rotations through the bench and the hard running
at training has certainly hoped though.
It has been a challenging season. We are at a near 50% win/loss
record. We have won some exciting close games and been given a
few football lessons as well. All this is good for both the team’s and
individual’s football development. Everybody has had a good go in
whatever position they are playing. They boys have also realised
that to be a successful team, you can’t just rely on your few “stars”
to do everything. It takes a team effort to have on-field success.

The goal has also been to consistently play four good quarters
each week, something that has eluded us but which we are working
towards.
We have had a number of boys reach the 50 game milestone during
the season. Congratulations to the eight boys who joined those who
achieved this milestone last year. The ceremonial soaking with the
water bottles during the post-match presentation has proved to be
a very popular ritual enjoyed by the boys – especially those doing
the soaking
Special thanks to Scott Bradley, our team manager who only
formally found out about the full rules the week before the season
started. There were a lot of new and additional duties and he took
the organisation of these on in his stride. Has also had to fill in as
the water boy and runner on occasions. Thanks Scott. Thanks also
to Clay Dawson who assisted at training, performs the runner duties
on game day and really helped to get the boys warmed up, and
motivated on game day.
To the parents, thank you for your support throughout the season,
but more importantly thankyou on behalf of the boys for coming
down and watching and supporting them on game day.
Finally a big thank you to the boys in the team, Birdy, Braddles,
Carter, Les, Nathan, Andre, Trey, Seano, Aiden, Hobbsy, Liam, Sam,
Conner, Luke, Alex, Rado, Morgs, Drew, Scotty, Staggy, Dylan,
Wallace and Whitto. You are all a pleasure to coach. You all have
the common goal of wanting to play good hard competitive football.
Most importantly to me, you play it within the spirit of the game. You
represent the club proudly and hold yourselves out at the highest
level whenever you take the field. Well done boys!

Left to right
Back row: David Fare (Coach), Dion Carle, Holly Barnes, Brad Kerrison, Ayden Wedge, Fintan Kinsella, Ryan Atwell, Daniel Roberts, James Hassett (Team Manager)
Front row: Tom Lundberg, Kirby Gray, Liam Skinner, Brett Hassett, Jack Grayden, Cooper Fare, Tim Kelly
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Year 6 Gold
Coach: David Fare
Team Manager: James Hassett
South Perth Year 6 Gold has had another terrific year of football. We
had a team of only 15 players, so the team have really had to put
in each week and played some exciting football against some good
opposition. They are a really great group of kids and will continue to
repesent South Perth Stingrays well over their progression up the
ranks. Special thanks to our Team manager James Hassett, who
has once again done a great job . A big thankyou to all the parents
who pitched in at training and game day. Lastly thanks to the team
for being so easy to coach and trying their hardest to play well.
Now a bit about the team:
Cooper Fare: Cooper had a great year and stepped up when we
needed him to. Hs strength in being able to break packs and kick
long were his biggest assets and his strong tackling. Well Done
Coop.

Liam Skinner: Another one of our left footers, Liam never gives
up and the back end of the year, he played his best footy. Always
listens and is keen to learn – Well Done Liam.
Ryan Atwell: Ryan has great skills and running ability which he
uses to great effect. He had some great games this year and his
future football years will be exciting.
Kirby Gray: Our little goal sneak, Kirby can sniff out a goal from a
mile away. Has the handy knack of knowing where the goals are and
managed to always get one in most weeks.
Tim Kelly: Tim, pound for pound our guttiest player. Every week, he
would throw his body into contests and sometimes come out worse
for wear. Tim is a pleasure to coach and fun to have in the team.
Holly Barnes : Holly has been our only girl in our side for 3 years
now and mixes it with the boys really well. Great overhead Mark and
beautiful set shot for goal, it’s great to have her in our side.

Brett Hassett: Brett’s love for footy shines through and he has a
really good understanding of the game and runs all day. He has a
never give up attitude which is a credit to him.

Ayden Wedge: Ayden started off the season in terrific form but
unfortunately broke his thumb. Credit to Ayden’s perserverance and
committment, he stayed involved in the team. Well done Ayden and
I know you are looking forward to next year.

Dion Carle: Dion made the transition from soccer to football with
flying colours. As the season went on he started to really excell and
we look forward to Di have a great year in 2104.

Jack Grayden: Jack was another of our new recruits who fitted in
beautifuly into our team. Jack used his body to great effect and will
be a great asset in years to come.

Fintan Kinsella: Fintan was our big improver this year and really
took his game to the next level. He uses his physical prescence
really well and his input this year was great.

Patrick Cullen: Patrick juggled basketball and football this year
and enjoyed good football success. Patrick runs hard and straight
and never gives up. His desire to do his best some through and he
played some terrifc games.

Daniel Roberts: Dan loves getting under the bottom of the packs
and we could always rely on him to be the one fighting for the ball.
He played like he really enjoyed his football and he will continute to
improve his skill base over the next few years.
Brad Kerrison: Brad had a solid year and is starting to use his
strengths to his advantage. Good left kick and mark, Brad will
continue to become a very good player for South Perth.

Tom Lundberg: Tom once again gave his all and brought his
determination to the game to each week. Tom loves the physical
contact and showed some great skill and courage through out the
year.

Left to right
Back Row: Barry Woodhouse (Team Manager), Oliver Johnson, Jack Schofield, Mitchell Pattison, Joshua Gordon, Patrick Pendal, Nat Buchanan, Elliot Guneratne, Declan Farrell,
Matthew Van Bueren, Steve Lally (Coach) Front Row: Ben Wholley, Jean – Luc Carvallio, Bailey Wood, Sam Emery, Luke Lally, Joel Lally, Griffin Woodhouse, Sam Williams, Arman Puri
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Year 6 Green
Coach: Steve Lally
Team Manager: Barry Woodhouse
What a fantastic year it has been, our team has progressed so far in
such a short space of time. Their skills are amazing to watch, they
play in hard but they play it fair and square. We all have lots of fun
and everyone gets on really well. We are a great team, because
everyone plays for each other and all the players help and cares for
their team mates. We are so proud of them all and the improvement
from week to week is great. I would like to thank to following special
peopleBarry: a manager like never before, funny, casual and a good bloke
(who does a great job)
Brenton: a runner like `the bolt` not the Olympian more like the nut
and bolt!! (thanks BB)
Kevin and John: very funny goal umpires skilful and entertaining,
thanks guys
Danielle and Christine: medic and all round organizers of men which
we need of course, thanks girls
And of course all the parents that roll up everyweek to support their
team, wonderful stuff thankyou
Benny: brilliant little rover, good skills, reads play well, very reliable
Oliver: lightning quick, excites the crowd with his runs, will love the
big ground next year
Patrick: big impover this year, good mark and kick, has fun and a
joy to coach, can play anywhere
Josh: impressive this year, enjoying his footy will be handy up
forward next year I reckon
Jean-Luc: little terrier goes in and bumps and tackles, funny little
fella, takes on the game
Luke: reads play well, and loves to kick a goal (like all of them) loves
footy as well

Ahman: improving quickly, good skills and gets in and gets it,
another have a great year
Declan: Great kick, loves to kick out from full back, good team man
and great kid
Jack: joy to watch, excellent tackler who loves to handpass all the
time, also has the biggest dog
Joel: good skills and like his bro loves to kick goals, loves footy and
good learner of the game
Elliott: coming on nicely, good all round player, marking is a strength
and good runner for his size
Sam W: runs like the wind, plays best in backline, good everywhere
really, good to have in our side
Sammy: amazing little footballer, gutsy, skilful and also loves his
footy, dreams about kicking goals
Mitchell: just learning how good he is, can take a game apart
especially down back, good stuff son
Nat: special player as well, great runner, mark, kick, does it all,
another great year, keeps progressing
Bailey: tough little fella, good all-rounder as well, read plays well,
would break his arm for the team
Matt: does some special things, kicks goals on his left, has fun and
like the team has a bright future
Griffin: loves to take the big mark especially in front of goal, great at
shepparding and big kick
I love coaching the boys and i am grateful to be able to help with
footy
Steve Lally

Left to right
Back row: Claire Cousins (Team Manager), Timothy Cauble, Joshua Woodcock, Harry Cousins, Spencer Briers, Lachlan Trainer, Jackson Marshall, Robbie Sarich, James Dyker,
Louis Zammit (Assistant Coach), Darryl Cousins (Coach).
Front row: Lochlan Emmerton, Kyle Wheatley, Alex Mitrovic, Tom Carter, Johnny Zammit, Rowan Edwards, Aryan Mohanty, Blake Long, Jamie Allen Absent: Adam Stanley
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Year 5 Gold
Coach: Daryl Cousins
Assistant Coach: Louis Zammit
Team Manager: Claire Cousins
As our team included nine new players this year and eight/nine new
players the previous year, Year 5 Gold has combined to play some
extremely competitive football against all teams, some of which
have been together for three to four years.
In most of our games the boys have shown some brilliant passages
of play, moving the ball fluently by hand and by foot. There have
also been some brilliant individual passages of play with great intent
on attacking the ball or chasing down opposition players.
Our group plan is to share the ball, use our vision, run and help team
mates, rotate positions, obey instructions and at all times accept the
umpires decisions. Overall there has been rapid improvement and
the golden rules for the boys to learn are to use both sides of the
body for kicking and handpassing and practice, practice, practice!
A big thank you must go to Louis Zammit for taking on the role of
Assistant coach and helping out at training and on game day with
the job as runner.
Thank you also to Richard Trainer for carrying out the first aid duties
and also to Claire Cousins for her job as team manager. Thank you
also to all parents who have supported the boys by fulfilling all the
weekly rosters.

Jamie Allen: Jamie’s kicking has improved and he attacks the ball
with great ferocity.
Spencer Briers: An extremely consistent player who always gives
100% in every game. His kicking and marking have improved
throughout the season.
Tom Carter: Tom is improving with his good long kicks and there
has been overall improvement in both his kicking and handpassing.
Timothy Cauble: Tim’s kicking and handpassing has improved and
he knows how to get the ball. Good team player.
Harry Cousins: Consistently trains well and has shown huge
improvement with marking, tackling and getting his hands on the
ball.

James Dyker: Unfortunately had an interrupted season with a
broken wrist, but he consistently shows great skill with strong
marking and kicking.
Rowan Edwards: Has great determination and marked improvement
has been seen in his tackling and kicking over the season.
Lochlan Emmerton: A very reliable player and he always readily
shares the ball with his team mates.
Blake Long: Another great season from Blake. He can be relied on
to attack the ball and then deliver it on with a great kick or handpass.
Jackson Marshall: Showing consistent improvement with both
kicking and strong marking of the ball.
Alexander Mitrovic: Consistently demonstrates excellent skills in
reading the play and his determination to attack the ball is always
evident in every game.
Aryan Mohanty: A great learner and always tries his best in every
position he plays in. Aryan has improved in his ability to lead during a
game and his kicking and his attack on the ball have also improved.
Robbie Sarich: Strong skills in kicking and marking and is learning
to use his vision to search for his team mate.
Adam Stanley: Brave player with extremely strong skills. Season
ending surgery was a disappointing end for Adam as he missed the
final 4 games with a broken finger.
Lachlan Trainer: Extremely good ball-gathering skills and he has
the knack of knowing where to position himself on the field to take
a strong mark.
Kyle Wheatley: Excellent player who has well developed skills in
reading the play, marking and kicking.
Joshua Woodcock: Brilliant season. Joshua brings others into the
game with his excellent sharing of the ball. Strong skills in his attack
on the ball and he consistently plays well across the field.
Johnny Zammit: Great improvement in Johnny’s kicking throughout
the season. Shows excellent skills in tackling and picking up the
ball on the run.

Left to right Back row: Deanna Carter (Team Manager), John Carter (Coach), David Ogg (Assistant Coach) Middle row: Aiden Ogg, Harry Kerrison, Michael Fidock, Lucas
Machin, Jonathan Parker, Wyatt Smith, Rohan Williams, Dillon Monteiro Front row: Noah Landau, Max Edwards, Nic Carter, Miles John, Zac Negus, Liam Roberts, Isaac
Lamb, Travis Crane Absent: Luke Herrmann

South Perth Junior Football Club
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Year 5 Green
Coach: John Carter
Assistant Coach: David Ogg
Team Manager: Deanna Carter
At the start of our season we had a group of boys keen to play
football.
As we approach the end of our season we now have a team of boys
who have bonded together into a well drilled, passionate and hard
working team who love their football.
Our run and carry style of play combined with quick ball transfer,
2nd & even 3rd efforts has taken a lot of work and commitment from
our team but our second half of the season dominance on the field
has proved to the boys that hard work and commitment does have
it’s rewards.
While this was my 1st season coaching this group of boys I have
been involved with many of them from their Auskick beginnings in
various assistant roles and it is great to witness first hand how much
their football has improved over that time.
Every member of our team has earned their own accolades as I do
not give praise just for the sake of it. I make the boys earn it and
push them to get the best out of themselves and in turn contribute
and become a valuable part of our team. Every boy understood that
they are part of a team and if you play as a team your enjoyment of
the game is so much greater.
I would also like to thank our Assistant coach, David Ogg and Team
Manager, Deanna Carter for the outstanding job they both did over
the course of our season. Their input and assistance in all areas
proved invaluable and helped greatly in making our season the
success that it was.
Finally, I would also like to thank our parent group who made
every match day a positive experience for their boys. Hopefully the
memories made this season will be cherished for many years to
come by all.
It is with a great deal of pride that I’ve been able to contribute to
these boys enjoyment of football and hope they choose to continue
playing AFL for many years to come.
Our Team :
Nic Carter: A hard, tough nut that knows no fear on the football field.
The consummate team player who runs all day. Highly skilled with
both hand and foot, delivering the ball lace out on
a constant basis.
Travis Crane: Played in front all year with
wonderful marking and kicking skills. His ability
to find the goals was uncanny with a number of
boundary shots splitting the big sticks.
Max Edwards: Enthusiastic player who enjoyed
his season. Continued building on his skills and
looks set for a breakout season in 2014.
Michael Fidock: A great team player who seems
to find the ball easily. Moves the ball on quickly to
our outside runners by hand and foot.
Luke Herrmann: Our big left footer who’s skills
have improved impressively over the season. He
has a great long kick, solid mark and attacks the
ball hard.
Miles John: Hard to believe this boy grew up
with baseball and NFL. Has taken to AFL like a

duck to water. His speed and ability to find the ball was great to
watch.
Harry Kerrison: Quick on the ball when playing forward and runs
hard through the lines. Loves kicking goals, especially when playing
on the full back line.
Isaac Lamb: Sharp, nimble and with a great sense of balance. His
disposal and use of the ball was simply outstanding.
Noah Landau: Exquisitely skilled player who gets himself front and
centre at every contest and knows exactly how to use the ball when
he gets it.
Lucas Machin: Continued to develop his skills through the season.
A great boy to coach, always smiling, loves playing the game and
being an integral part of the team.
Dillion Monteiro: Strong and dependable, a real team player with
strong hands and quick reflexes. Injured early in the season but
attended every game to support his team.
Zac Negus: Another of our highly skilled players that can run all day.
Not scared to use his left side if the situation warrants. Plays well
running wide or can mix it up in the packs. Great all round player.
Aiden Ogg: Football is in this boys DNA, with a hard tough style
of play. Completely focused and hard to stop when he has the ball.
Johnny Parker: Made the half backline his own with his ability to
read the play and position himself in just the right spot. Used his
body well to bust open packs and move the ball forward with quick
handballs. You would never know it was his 1st year of AFL.
Liam Roberts: Strong reliable mark with good skills. Loves a goal
and enjoyed his time forward of the centre.
Wyatt Smith: Highly skilled player who plays well above his years.
Runs and carriers the ball with ease and finishes with a long
penetrating kick. I caught many an opposition coach trying to sweet
talk this guy.
Rohan Williams: A picture of concentration on the field, constantly
instructing the boys around him into better positions, a natural born
leader. Very reliable mark and great disposal.

Left to right
Back row: Emma Pyne (Team Manager), Connor Grayden, James Gibson, Bailey Williams, Thomas Nichols, Max McGregor, Sam Weston-Arnold, Stewart Marshall, Jack
Harris, Lucas Spicer, Graeme Rothnie (Coach) Front row: Ryan Kong, Toby Coote, Henry Pyne, Liam Mudd, Karl Burgess, Mitchell McGrath, Domenic Evangelista, Kelton
Rothnie, Casey Power, Caroline Mudd (Team Manager) Absent: Isaac Pinto

South Perth Junior Football Club
Year 4 Gold
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Year 4 Gold
Coach: Graeme Rothnie
Team Managers: Emma Pyne & Caroline Mudd
The Year 4 GOLD team was announced at the official “Draft”, held
at our first training session of 2013. Every player in the team was
excited, making the transition from Auskick into Modified Rules and
every local school was represented by at least two players.
We had several training sessions before the regular season games
started. This allowed everyone to get to know each other, including
the players, parents and volunteer support. It was also time to set
the key objectives for the year being to have fun, develop football
skills and for everyone to fairly and actively participate……. This
was not just for the players.
Transition to Modified Rules was our first milestone. Firstly, different
rules: The whole team did their homework and studied the new
rules, which was a great kick-start to the season, as we got more
than our fair share of free kicks. Secondly, getting hands on the ball
and keeping it: The move to Mods means it’s a bit harder to get the
ball and keep it, so the team did a lot of “one on one” competition
at training. Thirdly, keeping positions: The fields are much larger, so
while some player thought it was good fun to run everywhere, the
boys soon learnt that it was more important to keep position.
The whole team then settled into the regular season, learning and
practicing skills at training then playing strong competitive football
on the weekend. By half way through the season, the players were
really going hard at the ball, either in a pack or tackling the opposition.
This reflected their great improvement, becoming more familiar with

the physical challenges of playing Mods football. They learnt that
you get rewarded if you attack the football. By late season, the team
was really starting to work as that – “a team”. They would position
themselves behind and in front of the play, work hard to clear the ball
from the pack and look to deliver the ball to their team mates. This
has created many fast transitions from the back or middle all the way
to goals, all through great teamwork.
As a coach the most rewarding thing is to watch the kids develop
their skills - seeing them master a skill and execute it in a game. The
team has a wide range of skills and styles, all developing well with
the rotation policy. There are excellent clearance players like Casey,
Connor, Kelton and Thomas, who go hard into the packs and more
often than not come out with the ball to pass off to a team mate.
There are fast players like Liam, Karl, Ryan and Mitchell who chase
down a ball, gather it and deliver it forward with accuracy. There are
smart players like Sam, Toby, Isaac, Henry and Domenic who read
the game predicting where the ball will go, so they can be in the right
position. And taller players like Stewart, James, Lucas, Jack, Bailey
and Max, who use their height to take strong marks and use their
long kicks to advantage.
The Year 4 GOLD season has been a huge success as an
introduction to Modified Rules, with every player’s fair and active
participation. This success has been made possible by the string of
parent volunteers who have helped with weekly management of the
team, first aid, ground inspection, field set-up, goal umpiring, time
keeping, assistant coaching (including when the Coach has been
away on holidays), canteen help and getting the kids to the right
ground on time. Thank-you all.
With the 2013 season drawing to an end, we look forward to seeing
you all again for an even better 2014.

Left to right
Back Row: Steve Monck (Coach), Nathan White (Assistant Coach) Middle row: Zach Wallace, Nick Manning, Jimmy Goodheart, Chase Ridley, Carson Healey, Ollie Bradley,
Oliver Singor, Oliver Annear, Brodie Dale. Front row: Jamie Drummond, James Sharpham, Callum Roberts, Ben Stoner, Oliver White, Jedsen Monck, Alex Graham, Jesse De
Marte, Louis Martino Absent: Kylie-Anne Drummond (Team Manager), Max Ragless.
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Year 4 Green
Coach: Steve Monck
Assistant Coaches: Nathan White, David Shapham
Team Manager: Kylie-Anne Drummond
Season 2013 was very successful for Year 4 Green, we started the
year with the goal of making football fun and rewarding through
fitness, skills and game sense with our main focus being ‘teamwork’.
It was a very eager group of a few first-time players and the rest
coming up from Auskick that couldn’t wait to play ‘big boy footy’ on
the zone-free bigger oval for the first time.
I was very impressed by the way the boys responded to the goals we
had set, their willingness to learn and their enthusiastic approach, as
a result they developed into a very strong team.
The boys are to be commended for their team spirit and
sportsmanship and for successfully embracing football challenges
more suited to higher age groups.
They are a very talented group, each player showed consistent
improvement throughout the year, and as a team they combined
well and were able to dominate most games quite comfortably.

We were only tested a few times, and on each occasion the boys
showed great fight and determination and a willingness to play for
each other to ensure success.
After only a few games there were signs that these future stars were
starting to gel as a team,
with games being more about the total contribution of the boys,
rather than the individual efforts of a few. During the latter part of the
season it was fantastic to see their skills and commitment to each
other as they played as a real team. Each and every member of the
team should be extremely proud of the way they have played the
game. I know I was and I know all of their parents were also.
I hope to see the team back together in 2014 and wish the boys both
enjoyment and success in their future football endeavours.
A big thankyou to our Team Manager, Kylie-Anne, Assistant Coaches
Nathan and David for their hard work, and the other parents who
regularly helped out for their support throughout the season. I would
also like the thank the volunteers at Club level that help keep the
machine moving as smoothly as it does from week to week.
Steve Monck

Left to right
Back row: Katherine Arnold (manager), Rob Ramsden (coach) Middle row: Alexander Broadbent, Zach Arnold, Aden Ramsden, William Morris
Front row: Xavier Murat, Cody Hancock, Blake Sheridan, Domenic Scutti, Lachlan Walker Absentee: Aidan Owen

South Perth Junior Football Club
Auskick Year 3 Lions
Team Sponsor - Stingrays 100 Club
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Auskick Year 3 Lions
Well, our last year of Auskick has come to an end... and what a
year it was!! The kids’ skills and understanding of the game has
noticeably improved this year with the fundamental basics of the
game now entrenched to launch into real games of footy next year
and beyond! It was our first year of home & away games, which
certainly taught us a lot about how different the game can be when
you are not just playing against your mates! We have a great group
of parents as well and I really appreciated all of your help in getting
the kids there on time and helping out with the drills.
The Lions
Aidan: Beyond doubt the most improved player in the team! Kicking
and marking like he’s never done before - a fun loving kid who is
always smiling - you’re a superstar mate!
Zach: Our big full forward who has developed into a clever footballer;
really starting to recognise the options out on the ground and looking
for his team mates to pass to. You’re a powerhouse!
Alexander: Our main “tall man” on the field; fantastic when playing
in any position & just keeps on working on his kicking whenever he
can! Awesome work Alexander!
Xavier: The raging bull running out of defense with the ball tucked
under his arm, head down and get out of his way! Look out to the
opposition when he is allowed to tackle “properly” is all I can say!!
Full steam ahead, Xav!

Lachlan: The dynamo who runs like the wind and has the silky
smooth skills. Tries his heart out, very coachable and a bright future
as a pro-footballer beckons! Congrats on your efforts Lachie; you’re
a legend!
Aden: Kicked a heap of goals again this year and loves the game
putting in so much effort every week. Instinctively chases & tackles
really well and has the skills of a future Docker! Ps – Dad loves ya!
Blake: Picked up the game really well over the year and his skills
have really improved. Always listens to the coach and tries his heart
out every week. See you next year Blake!!
Cody: Improved as the year went on and loves chasing the
opposition; a fearsome tackler and defender of the goal. Always
smiling and happy to be part of the crew - a great season Cody!
Will: Loves the game and playing with his mates! Really good skills
and can read the play very well. Look out Y4’s if he keeps developing
the way he did this year!
Domenic: Sensational small forward in the making with great skills
and a massive kick! Cheeky as always and just loves playing with
his mates. An awesome team man!
All in all, the boys really have come a long, long way in their time
as mini AFL’ers and I am sure we will enjoy many years to come
together as a team and parent group. GO STINGRAYS!!!!!
Rob Ramsden
Coach
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Left to right
Back row: Danny Milner (manager), Sal Martino (coach) Middle row: Nicholas Brown, Joseph Milner, Ethan Capes, Jaiden Carter.
Front row: Oscar Keenan, Austin King, Aaron Martino, Joshua Loughnan & Titan Millen. Absent: Benjamin Middlemas.

South Perth Junior Football Club
Auskick Year 3 Kangas
Team Sponsor - Stingrays 100 Club
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Auskick Year 3 Kangas
It has been a pleasure to coach the Kangas during the 2013 season.
One of the most rewarding aspects of coaching is in seeing the
players improve their skills during the season and also playing better
as a team. We have a wide range of diversely gifted and skilled
individuals who compliment each other brilliantly. We have shown
examples of this throughout the season; when we play as a team we
are very, very hard to beat.
The Kangas have been improving each week and if it continues,
it will be very exciting to see how the children perform in the 2014
season.

Oscar Keenan: Our smallest player but makes up for it with a big
heart. A greatly improved player and gets better every week – super
effort, keep up the good work.
Austin King: Had a break out game during the year and has
never looked back. He has gone from strength to strength and has
developed a wicked side step – terrific effort, well done.
Nicolas Brown: Has greatly improved in all areas of the game.
Especially in his marking and continues to develop his game – great
effort, keep up the good work.

I have been blessed with a great team who are extremely talented
and have had to keep reminding myself that they are only 7-8 year
old children. They are all simply sensational !!!

Joshua Loughnan: He is a real tough nut and is leading our
contested possession count. He is always putting his body on
the line, at the bottom of every pack and in the marking contest extraordinary effort, well done.

Ben Middlemas: A highly skilled left footer with a complete all round
great game and is consistently one of our best players each and
every week – amazing effort, well done.

Jaiden Carter: Our tallest player and number one Ruck man, uses
his gift of height to his and the teams benefit by winning most of the
hit outs to advantage – well done.

Ethan Capes: Has amazing hand/eye co-ordination and is our best
hand baller in the team and reads the play very well- super effort,
well done.

Aaron Martino: A highly skilled, naturally gifted left footer who
can play anywhere but loves to kick a goal and can kick them from
anywhere and under pressure - superb effort, well done.

Joseph Milner: Has no fear and doesn’t think twice about running
back into oncoming traffic, putting his body on the line at every
contest - terrific effort, well done.

I would like to thank all the parents and volunteers that have helped
out all season. I would also like to thank Danny our Manager, who
has assisted in bringing it all together.

Titan Millen: Gives his all every time he steps over the line. He is a
ferocious tackler and likes rustling the feathers of his opponents –
great work, well done.
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Kind regards,
Sal Martino

Left to right
Back row: Dave Wallace (Coach), Angus Wallace, Kenzo Le Vaillant, Ollie Watkins, Mitchell Hartland, Lee Watkins (Team Manager)
Front row : Lucas Abbs, William Stagg, Anderson Clement, Aidan Willett, Tom Cunnington.

South Perth Junior Football Club
Auskick Year 3 Eagles
Team Sponsor - Como IGA
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Auskick Year 3 Eagles
The Year
The year started off with plenty of excitement – the kids were excited
the 2012 team was kept together, the parents were very excited that
they all knew each other, and the coach was happy he knew exactly
what he was in for! Year 3 Auskick brings tackling to the game and
from the first quarter played we knew this year was going to faster
and harder (note: well done parents for going against the protective
instincts and not freaking out!). The boys responded really well to
the rule changes and learnt quickly so we could start practicing on
skills and other gameplay. Having played together for two years (or
more), the boys now have a real taste of what it is like be part of
team where everyone contributes and loves playing with each other.
I am really looking forward to seeing how the boys develop from
here – bring on 2014!
The Eagles
Aiden Willet: Aiden is cucumber cool under pressure and always
seems to have plenty of time when he has the ball. Aiden has
worked hard on his skills at training all year and this shows during
games. Keep at it, you cool dude.
Angus Wallace: Angus loves getting the ball and running fast which
must have frightened a few opposition players this year! A booming
kick and fearless attack on the ball, Angus is a force on the football
field. Great year little man.
Ando Clement: this year Ando worked out his feet can go as fast as
his mouth! And boy did he go fast down the wings bouncing the ball
all the way. Well done Ando, it was fantastic to see your skills and
confidence improve all year.

Lucas Abbs: “Abbsy” just ran and ran and ran all year. Lucas is a
great reader of the play so always gets himself in the right position,
even when he has to lead 5 times! Always in the thick of it, Lucas
often ended up getting hurt but showed true grit in always getting up
and playing on. Great stuff Abbsy.
Mitch Hartland: big Mitch was raring to go right from the start,
and it showed on the field. Mitch’s powerful runs, big screamers and
huge kicks were a pleasure to watch. Top work Mitchy.
Ollie Watkins: the most improved Eagle of the year, “Johnno” really
stepped it up this season. Ollie’s burning desire to get the ball and
non-stop footy kicking practice has really paid off. Keep it coming
Johnno.
Tom Cunnington: like a cat stalking its prey, Tommy C. uses his
footy brain really well to get in the best position to get the ball. Tom’s
sublime skills make him a joy to watch. This year Tom has perfected
the banana kick – and he’s in year 3!
Will Stagg: sticky fingers Stagg has an uncanny knack to keep hold
of marks, especially in the middle of a pack. Will loves getting the
footy so much he smiles whenever he gets the ball! Brilliant marking
all year Will.
Thanks to all the boys for showing so much enthusiasm all year,
even when the noise did down drown out the coach at training.
Thanks also to all the parents for the oranges, the jumper washing,
goal umpiring etc. A special thanks must go to Shane and Jimmy for
all your help at training, and to Lee for being Eagles team manager
and getting us all to the right place at the right time.

Kenzo Le Vaillant: this year Kenzo perfected ‘selling the dummy’ to
many opposition players who ended up just watching him sidestep
past them. Hopefully you are back next year Kenzo, but if not make
sure you take a footy ball to Japan and show them how it’s done!
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Left to right
Back row: Paul Jervis (coach) and Ryan Sedgwick(Manager/coach) Middle row: Liam Briers, Saxon Slater, Damon Jervis, Joshua Kelly, Paulo
Francisco Front row: Taj Lowe, Quayden Roe, Joshua Sedgwick, Blake Wilkins, Sean Dickson Absent: Aramis Tilli

South Perth Junior Football Club
Auskick Year 3 Demons
Team Sponsor - Como IGA
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Auskick Year 3 Demons
Well, it was a tough start of the season for the Demons, Damon,
Liam, Sean, Blake, Joshua. K., Aramis, Paulo, Joshua. S. and Taj
fought well but with such a small squad we struggled to field a side in
the first 3 weeks. That all changed when (after getting club and parent
permission...thanks to both!) we signed on Quayden and Saxon.
This gave us the depth needed to be competitive week-in-weekout. Stand Out moments being how all the boys carried themselves
while playing Belmont, Lynwood and Manning, displaying unselfish
teamwork on the field and camaraderie off to great pride.

Damon Jervis: Rucks, defends and kicks goals, Damon is
developing a solid mark and attack on the ball.

Big shout out to Ryan Sedgwick for managing us so well, even
under his massive career workload, and also to all the other parents
who assisted with umpiring, timekeeping, goal ump, assist training,
washing jumpers etc. etc. Individual accolades will follow for each
player, however our strength has been our willingness to share with
our teammates and I think that is reflected in our parent participation.

Joshua Sedgwick: Joshua’s running and leading have given
us another solid option moving the ball forward, with a very good
understanding of field positioning, Josh is in the action regularly
without over-running himself.

Liam Briers: Is a strong player with plenty of determination around
the football. He will be an asset to any future team.
Sean Dixon: Sean’s courage in the pack continues to amaze
onlookers while his disposal has improved immensely.
Blake Wilkins: has an overhead mark to rival Josh Kennedy and his
passing hits teammates on the chest regularly.
Joshua Kelly: Is a dogged player who’s focus and strong ball
handling have saved the Demons on many of occasions. Josh also
loves a shot at a screamer if the opportunity arises and why not?

Aramis Tilli: Has needed no coaching from me! His skillset is
prolific and beyond his years and on game day I simply ask what I
need of him and he delivers. In need, his teammates look to him for
guidance and that is a great achievement for hard work.
Francisco Paulo Mathew: “Paulo’s” involvement in the game has
grown considerably, including strong marking and solid kicking.

Taj Lowe: For a 1st year player Taj’s development has matched his
effort and from mid-season he has overcome his jitters and is now
regularly notching up possessions, his first goal in Round8 being a
particular highlight!
Quayden Roe: With a spearing kick, strong mark and silky ground
skills, Quayden is handling the added pressure of competing in an
older league remarkably well.
Saxon Slater: Has a contagious positive energy that the whole
team embraces and feeds off. With a strong build and great vertical
leap, Saxon has the tools to achieve in football if he so desires.
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Left to right
Back row: John Hall (manager), Dave Allen (Coach) Middle row: Van Richardson, Sam Hall, Aidan Edmiston, William Trager, Zach Burrows,
Bailey Allen Front row: Jamie Erak, Saxon Hays, Aidan Young, Peter Alexander, Lennox McGrath

South Perth Junior Football Club
Auskick Year 1 & 2 Wizards
Team Sponsor - Stingrays 100 Club
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Auskick Year 1 & 2 Wizards
The Wizards are a strong team comprising of a reliable mix of year
one and two players. They are well skilled in the art of football and
work hard to maintain their superior fitness. The team has a strong
focus on sharing the responsibilities around and being there for
each other. Long straight kicks, hard running and solid marking are
definitely attributes they should be proud of. The Wizards are a team
that have fully developed over the past two years and are ready for
the action in the older grades.

Bailey Allen: A strong and agile player who demonstrates excellent
skills and knowledge of the play.

Aidan Edmiston: Aidan is a keen runner who has learnt to become
a team player. He possesses a strong mark and loves to kick the
ball long distances.
Sam Hall: Sam is the ultimate all rounder and is equally at home in
any position. He is a very strong player who runs hard at the ball and
always enjoys the game.
Jamie Erak: Jamie has the best manners and has listened
extremely well to the instructions. He has developed his kicking and
will continue to enjoy his footy next year.

Lennox McGrath: Versatile and energetic, Lennox has matured
into a player who has learnt how to be a great team player.

Zach Burrows: Zach continues to improve every week and is
developing into a very strong and versatile player. He loves the
excitement of the game, has a great mark and is a huge asset to
the team.

Peter Alexander: Mighty Peter possesses the speed of a leopard
and the heart of a lion. A skilful player who loves a goal and
celebrates as hard as the best.

William Trager: Will has a prestigious kick and is learning how to
read the play of the game. He has strong hands and is very useful
during the ruck contests.

Aidan Young: Aidan has a love for the game that would rival
anyone. He has an excellent kick and overhead mark for his age.

Saxon Hays: Saxon possesses a genuine excitement and love for
the players in the team. His kicking and game sense has improved.

Van Richardson: Van is a remarkably improved player who has
turned into a real asset in front of goals. Kicking goals would be his
favourite thing.
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From their proud coach.
Dave Allen

Left to right Back row: Ross Williams (assistant coach) ABSENT Kabir Osman (coach) (photo coming) Middle row: Lucas Borromei, Carter
Pemberton, Luke Williams, Dominic Osman, Marcus Cocksedge, Gabriel Dennison Front row: Declan Collins, Jay Tritton, Oliver Abbs, Liam
Capes, Austin Delic, Hugo Otobe

South Perth Junior Football Club
Auskick Year 1 & 2 Rockets
Team Sponsor - Como IGA
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Auskick Year 1 & 2 Rockets
As a first season coach, I’d like to thank the rockets for making it a
pleasure to coach them.
In addition to that I’d also like to thank the parents for turning up
each week, especially the managers and Ross.
It has been great to watch the boys develop their skills over the
season and I’m sure everyone will agree that they have come a
long way.

Dominic Osman :Dominic’s strong right foot and running always
keeps him in the mix when the ball is needing to be cleared or a
goal beckons
Hugo Otobe : Hugo is a tireless worker and has improved greatly
over the season in all areas, turning him into a great contributor.
Liam Capes : Speed and fearlessness are Liam’s key weapons,
always first to ball and never one to take a back step.

At the start of the season we set out to develop kicking, marking,
handballing skills and team play, I feel we achieved a vast
improvement in all these areas and had fun doing it.

Austin Delic : A combination of a big kick and a strong mark make
Austin one of our best full forward, once he gets the ball, a goal is
not far away.

Hopefully all the players will be back next year to build on this year’s
hard work.

Lucas Borromei : Heart and intensity, backed by strong skill in
kicking and marking make Lucas a player to watch out for, for the
opposition.

Carter Pemberton: Carter has a booming kick and strong mark and
is always finding the ball whether it is playing in defence, the mid
field or forward.

Jay Tritton : One of the big improvers this year, Jay’s skill and heart
have made him a pleasure to coach over the season.

Marcus Cocksedge : Marcus uses his pace and ability to read the
play to a key role in feeding his other team mates making him an
ideal centre-man.

Oliver Abbs : Oliver is one of the best grabs in the team and he
is one of our biggest possession getters, his speed makes the
opposition look ordinary.

Luke Williams : Luke has a great presence on the field and uses
his strong kicking to clear the ball in defence and kick some long
range goals.

Declan Collins : One of our other big improvers, his keenness at
training is transferring to the field where he is gather more and more
possessions each week.

Gabriel Dennison : Gabriel runs all day and has developed good
team work skills and moves the ball cleanly through a Pack.

Kabir Osman
coach
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Left to right
Back row: Scott Edmiston (coach), Justin Vost (coach) Middle: Kenichi Makita, Blake Uebergang, Marshall Stielow, Hayden Johnson, James
Conrick, Taj House Front row: Hudson Vost, Josh Park, Harry Edmiston, Luke Herbert, Jack Oldham

South Perth Junior Football Club
Auskick Year 1 & 2 Warriors
Team Sponsor - Stingrays 100 Club
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Auskick Year 1 & 2 Warriors
To all the Warriors, thank you for making this year such a successful
and enjoyable season. I’ve really had fun coaching all you boys this
year and I’ve especially enjoyed watching all you players develop
new skills and improve your skills to become great little footballers.
I’m very proud of how well you have all played this year. All players
gave 100% throughout the year at training & on game days, you
all responded well at all times and grabbed each challenge with
both hands. I hope all players have enjoyed the season as much
as I have and I hope to be able to watch you all play footy over the
coming years. Keep working on those skills boys & who knows, we
may just have some future AFL players in the team..

Blake Uebergang: a great team player whose skills have improved
vastly throughout the season, takes a great mark and loves a shot
on goals. Reminds me of Carlton’s Eddie Betts.

Well done on a fantastic season boys. Go Warriors!!

Hudson Vost: hard at the ball & really takes the game on, has
a fantastic contested mark & loves taking that speci diving mark,
has great skills & can run all day, loves slotting the odd goal from
anywhere. Reminds me of West Coast Eagles Luke Shuey & Mark
Le Cras.

I would also like to give a huge thank you to Scott Edmiston
(Harry’s Dad) as joint coach, Brad Park (Josh’s Dad), Leon Stielow
(Marshall’s Dad) and Simon Uebergang (Blake’s Dad) for all the
help at training and on game day, I wouldn’t have been able to get
through all the drills at training without all your assistance. Another
huge thank you to Brian Conrick & Jacqueline Seligma (James Mum
& Dad) for taking on the role of team Manager and keeping everyone
fully informed & especially for the end of week emails before each
game to reminder us of whose turn it is for Oranges & Jumpers. A
massive thank you to all the parents of our little Warriors, it would
be impossible to have a team without the parents making sure the
boys get to training & the games on time and supplying cut oranges/
watermelon and washing jumpers.
Player Summary
Jack Oldham: in & under player who can run all day and play
anywhere, hard at the ball, has a penetrating right foot, great skills,
loves the odd goal. Reminds me of Collingwood’s Jamie Elliot.
Josh Park: has great skills, takes a great mark & loves a shot on
goal, got a bag of goals on a few occasions, also a great ball getter.
Reminds me of Collingwood’s Scott Pendlebury & Dane Swan.

James Conrick: always brings plenty of enthusiasm which has paid
off with improved skills, great ruck tap work, a good tagger & great
team player. Reminds me of Collingwood’s Tim Broomhead.
Harry Edmiston: A ball magnet who has great skills, can play
anywhere and run all day, takes a great mark & is hard at the ball,
also loves the odd goal or 2. Reminds me of Essendon’s Jobe
Watson.

Kenichi Makita: great tap ruckman who wouldn’t have lost a tap this
year & has shown significantly improved skills. Reminds me of West
Coast Eagles Nic Nat.
Taj House: rarely lost a tap ruck, takes a great mark & a great goal
kicker. Reminds me of West Coast Eagles Nic Nat & Hawthorns
Buddy Franklin.
Marshall Stielow: A defensive weapon who is hard at the ball & a
great tap ruck. Reminds me of West Coast Eagles Dean Cox but at
times reminds me of WWF Champion Hulk Hogan when the ball is
at the opposite end of the ground.
Hayden Johnson: is a flashy wingman who always manages to
find space, has good skills that are continually improving, takes a
great mark and doesn’t mind a shot on goal either. Reminds me of
Richmond’s Trent Cotchin.
Justin Vost & Scott Edmiston
Warriors coach

Luke Herbert: great all-rounder with great skills, particularly good
in the middle and around goals, takes a great mark & is a terrific
shot on goals. Reminds me of West Coast Eagles Nic Nat & Mark
Le Cras.
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Left to right
Back row: Sven Burrell (coach) Middle row : Sam Russell, Connor Roberts, Fraser Graham, Brandon Kift, William Burrell, Matthew BeckettCooper Front row: Flynn Fulton, Owen Purcell, Noah Statham, Jack Rundle, Mitchell Marron, Griffin Williams-Antulov

South Perth Junior Football Club
Auskick Year 1 & 2 Boomers
Team Sponsor - Como IGA
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Auskick Year 1 & 2 Boomers
Season 2013 has seen the Boomers continuing their tradition of
dominating the district, state and national Auskick competitions.
Media commentators consistently point out our ‘lucky’ run without
injuries to our key players as the main reason for our consistent
success. Luck has nothing to do with it. All the players put in an
outstanding pre-season to ensure their bodies were in tip top shape
and many played throughout the season with injuries that would
have sidelined lesser players. It’s testament to the Boomers never
say die culture, sportsmanship and team camaraderie that we had a
full squad for every training session and every game.
From early into the season AFL talent scouts could be spotted on the
sidelines assessing our players. We have since been approached by
all 18 AFL clubs and asked to provide a brief but honest assessment
of each player on our squad. Utilising all the modern technology
and resources at my disposal I have assessed each player and
submitted the following findings to talent scouts across the nation:
Matthew Beckett-Cooper: Strong, natural forward who lived with
a lot of hype all year and stood up to it. Thinks a second ahead of
others, which meant he was hard to catch on the lead. Takes mark
after mark after mark, and has plenty of agility too. One of the best,
most complete tall forwards to have come through the system in
years.
William Burrell: A guy who you just naturally love watching play.
Quick, creative and cheeky. As an outside, running player, uses the
ball really nice, both kicking goals and creating them, one of those
special players who simply knows where the goals are. Loves to
tackle and puts his head over the footy when it’s his turn to go and
get it. Future leadership material here.
Flynn Fulton: Absolutely outstanding prospect. His work ethic and
application to his footy are second to none and as a player lock
him in for a very long career with the way he goes about his footy.
Has great versatility and can play midfield, up forward or down back
comfortably. Also has a bit of an outside receiving feel. Top 10 draft
pick.
Fraser Graham: The footballer’s footballer. Everyone would like to
be like Fraser. His courage to run hard and to put his body on the
line could never be questioned. Sublime skills and a fine reader of
the play, by the end of his time in the AFL he will be a 300-game
player. If this kid doesn’t go number 1 in the draft then the recruiters
need their heads read.
Brandon Kift: Can play inside or outside but I like him more as an
outside mid. Has allot of AFL attributes and there is a fair bit to work
with here. Could be a big time contributor and impact player and I
can see him winning a fair few games off his own boot. Has good
game sense and an excellent mix of speed and endurance.

Owen Purcell: A footballer, pure and simple. Not super quick, not an
endurance athlete, but has brain power others lack. He gets to the
ball first, gets into good spots first, and brings his teammates into the
game. Has good 360 degree awareness. If he goes to ground he will
get straight back up so quick it can sometimes be frightening. Will
make the absolute most of himself.
Connor Roberts: Classy medium midfielder with rare awareness
and decision-making ability complemented by skills either side with
hands and feet. Is naturally gifted with speed and endurance and is
strong overhead. A prolific ball winner and smart user of the footy.
Everything he does is quality. Full package.
Jack Rundle: A high character guy that has bought heaps to the
Boomers both on and off the field. Comfortable media performer,
fan favourite and an absolute jet. A goal kicking midfielder who’s
exit speed from the contest and hard-nosed approach has seen him
elevate into the top echelon of Auskick players.
Sam Russell: A courageous tough nut who isn’t afraid to put his
body on the line. He thinks he is a bull with the way he plays, he’s a
very good all round footballer. One thing that stands out with Sam is
that he is a gut runner. Fantastic work rate and skills are very good.
Tackles hard and when moved forward can kick his share of goals
Noah Statham: Very clean and smart user of the footy. Seems to
have so much time. Good under pressure, good skills, good balance
and poise. Goal kicking wingman with a long penetrating kick who
runs well with the footy. Not fast, but is smart with the footy in the
way Scott Pendlebury is and makes the illusion that he has more
time than he does.
Griffin Williams-Antulov: How good is this kid? Runs all day, uses
it well, hard as a cat’s head. Fleet footed winger with great hands
and excellent poise. Balance like Judd, kicks goals like Rioli, runs
the lines like Jetta, does it all. Will relish the big stage and can see
him tearing games apart.
Special mention must be made to my assistant coach Paul Kift
and Football Manager Jody Williams. Paul has an uncompromising
coaching style and the rare ability to get the absolute best out of the
players, and this is a huge reason why we continue to enjoy on-field
success. Jody made a pre-season move from Melbourne to join the
Boomers and played a central role in maximising the effectiveness
of our football department, leveraging her professionalism and
diverse sporting experience to get the best out of our on-field team. I
would like to thank them both for their efforts throughout the season.
Well done Boomers, what an outstanding group of young men you
all are. It’s been an absolute privilege to coach you all this season
and I wish each of you all the future happiness and success you
deserve. Work hard, be good and dream big!

Mitchell Marron: A half-back who seems made for the modern
game with his ability to read the play well, get into good spots and
make his disposals count. Smart, quick player who never seems
to lose his head. Runs all day and makes good decisions with the
football in heavy traffic. Strong over the ball, clever player with some
footy smarts and nice evading skills.
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Sven Burrell
Senior Coach
Boomers (SPJFC)

Left to right
Back row: Tracey Fowler (Team Manager) & Rob Pyne (Coach) Middle row: Oliver Kerr, Jack Fowler, Michael Nicoletti, Riley Wakenshaw,
Declan Pyne Front row: Seth Sonntag, Charlie Patten, Lucas Taylor, Brandon Mudd, Damien Mahon

South Perth Junior Football Club
Auskick Year 1 & 2 Torpedoes
Team Sponsor - Stingrays 100 Club
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Auskick Year 1 & 2 Torpedoes
What a terrific bunch of boys that came together to form the
Torpedoes this year! Of course this is no coincidence when you
see the committed bunch of parents turn up at training each week.
Whether it was helping out with drills or stepping up to challenge the
boys in some goal-kicking or a scratch match, the Torpedoes parent
group were fantastic. Special mentions to:
Mark Kerr: #1 coaches assistant, turning up every week and getting
fully involved with skills and drills.
Tracey Fowler: super organised team manager keeping us all
informed and on track every week.
Nando and Nicolé: unrelenting support before, during and after
training every week and on game day.
Mike Sonntag & Barry Wakenshaw: for stepping in to help with
drills and always encouraging the boys.
It was a real pleasure to coach these boys this year. A good spirit
of teamsmanship developed throughout the season and some solid
friendships were strengthened. They began to enjoy seeing each
other improve and regularly seek to involve all of their team-mates
on game day. Each of them brought something different and made
the Torpedoes a truly special team this year.
Jack Fowler: fast and fearless and at times unstoppable. A great
asset in the engine room of any team.

Michael Nicoletti: reads the play and ball movement very well, gets
into position and racks up touches.
Riley Wakenshaw: tall and strong bodied, has key position player
written all over him. Also a real team player who always looks to
share the footy around.
Damian Mahon: every team needs a Damian, so courageous and
dedicated to his footy and a very safe pair of hands under the high
ball.
Lucas Taylor: attacks the footy and shows great strength and
balance keeping his feet, always giving him the edge at getting first
hands to the ball.
Brandon Mudd: a smart footy brain, great at getting into space to
make himself the best spot-up target in the forward-line.
Charlie Patten: with speed his natural advantage, he frequently
used it beating opponents to the ball and getting the handball to his
teammates.
Seth Sonntag: the most dramatic improver during the season,
both in skills and chasing down the loose ball and a real pleasure
to coach.
Thanks again to all the boys and parents for making 2013 a really
enjoyable one for the Torpedoes.

Declan Pyne: has a dynamite right foot for finding team mates which
makes his run off half-back and through the midfield particularly
damaging.
Oliver Kerr: very silky skills with both hand and foot and extremely
efficient at mopping up any loose ball to regain possession.
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Left to right
Back row: Matt Raison (coach), Mark Sofield (manager/coach) Middle row: Anjelique Raison, Joshua Brittain, Liam Bush. Lachlan Sofield.
Front row: Dylan Brookes, Harper Raison, Noah Dean, Logan Hunt, Leah Thompson Absent: Taichi Dolberg, Luka Tomasevic-Ljubin

South Perth Junior Football Club
Auskick Year 1 & 2 Jedis
Team Sponsor - Como IGA
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Auskick Year 1 & 2 Jedis
What a season for the Jedis. We started the season as a ragtag
bunch of lovable larrikins who didn›t know much about playing footy
and finished up a well oiled football machine.... Well, maybe...
First of all I›d like to say a big thankyou to all of the parents and
grandparents who have got the kids to training and the games, as
well as helping with oranges, jumper washing, with training and
helping with the equipment throughout the season. I›d like to say an
extra big thanks to the Jedis Director of Football Operations, Mark
Sofield who has made my job so much easier by helping out at every
training session and game for the year.
The Jedis had a great season and it was amazing and really
rewarding to see every single one of them improve as the season
went on. Given that our team had a lot of first timers, I think the way
all the kids picked up not only the skills but also the flow of the game
during the season was fantastic. By the end of the season, every
game saw some great kicking, marking, passing and defending. It
has been a pleasure to coach the Jedis this season, I had a great
time and look forward to seeing everyone next year.

Joshua Brittain: Josh has a booming right foot and plays with
intensity.
Harper Raison: A tireless worker in both defence and attack, Harper
is always a consistent performer.
Logan Hunt: Logan is a great kick and his game sense has steadily
improved so he is now a solid contributor each week.
Lachlan Sofield: Lachie has been one of the most improved players
for the season. He has really progressed in all areas of the game
and is a valuable part of the team.
Leah Thompson: Leah is the spiritual leader of the Jedis. Her
enthusiasm is infectious and her ruck work has been spectacular!
Luka Tomasevic-Ljubin: Luka’s smiling face is always welcome
and he always tries his best for the team.
Noah Dean: Noah has shown great improvement over the season
and is a great defender. His kicking and game sense has also
improved and he has turned into a valuable contributor.

Anjelique Raison: Anjelique is a courageous mark and resolute
defender, and opposition forwards know they will be in for a long
day when they see her lining up next to them.
Liam Bush: Always dangerous in front of goals, Liam is capable of
kicking big bags when on song and delivers some quality high fives.
Dylan Brookes: Dylan is an accurate kick and has great hands in
close. His passing by hand or foot has been a highlight.
Taichi Dolberg: Tai runs all day long and is regularly in the team’s
high possession winners. He has been a pleasure to coach.
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Left to right Coaches: Wayne Otway (pic being emailed) , Rodney Kitchen, manager Michelle Otway
Middle Row: Indiana Bond, Matthew Gibson, Brodie Kitchen, Tyler Weston, Nicholas Adams, Nicholas Young
Front row: Kai Otway, Damon Christianopoulos, Cameron Keenan, Benjamin Berryman, Christian Potter.

South Perth Junior Football Club
Auskick Year 1 & 2 Pythons
Team Sponsor - Stingrays 100 Club
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Auskick Year 1 & 2 Pythons
What a great season we have had with the boys skills improving in
leaps and bounds every week.  We have had some GREAT fun and
laughs and formed a real team bond.

Cameron Keenan: over the season we have watched his confidence
and ability grow week by week gaining a strong kick on him to get
the ball down the field.

A huge thanks to the parents and grandparents who have helped
out at training, on a couple of occasions taking the whole training
sessions, giving the boys a run and putting them thru some
drills.  THANK YOU.

Nicholas Young: Moves well around the ground for a big man and
always loves going forward to snap a goal.

Thank your to our team Manager, Michelle Otway for keeping us
informed of any team and club information we have needed to
know.  To our little Junior Assistant Manager, Aleya Otway who at
every game distributed all the team jumpers, got awards signed and
assisted in giving them out, thank you.

Nicholas Adams: has developed well throughout the season with
his ball skills making an impact on the game on a weekly basis.
Christian Potter:  Shows great decision making and always brings
his team mates into the game with his ever improving ball skills.
Damon Christianopoulos: His confidence with his ball skills has
increased each week allowing him to slip in a sneaky goal or two.

Brodie Kitchen: loves to play in defence and stop a goal, even likes
to creep down to kick a goal himself.  Celebrates every goal with
great enthusiasm.

With great family support on the sidelines these Mighty Pythons
have come a long way as a team.  they have developed great skills
along the way and have really worked well together.

Matthew Gibson: Displays excellent all round skills with marking,
hand balling and kicking, put him anywhere on the field and he is a
success.

You have done us proud Pythons!

Benjamin Berryman: is quick and nimble around the ground
racking up the possessions under the oppositions feet.

THANK YOU
Wayne Otway and Rodney Kitchen
Coaches

Kai Otway: Takes a great mark and with his pace has the ability to
run to space and make good use of the ball.
Indiana Bond: has a fantastic kick and his knowledge of the game
has improved dramatically making a real impact on the team.
Tyler Weston: is excellent in defence ensuring the opposition player
doesn’t get an easy possession.
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Left to right
Back row: Frank James (Coach); Terese Edmondson (Manager) Middle row: Miles Morgan; Daniel Fiddock; Christo Manios; Marcus James;
Cameron Gordon Front row: James Chilcott; Levi Carle; Todd Hassett; Jack Edmondson; Cayden Chun

South Perth Junior Football Club
Auskick Year 1 & 2 Dragons
Team Sponsor - Stingrays 100 Club
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Auskick Year 1 & 2 Dragons
From the first training session on a miserable May afternoon, and
the amount of boys that turned up, I knew we were in for a great
season. Playing our first match, the boys blew me away with their
desire to share the ball with each other and from then on, they
continued to improve in all aspects of the game. Our spreading out
and giving the kicker several options improved, as did our ability
to hit targets. The boys also learnt that footy is about having fun
and not all about winning (not an easy thing to tell the boys!). The
boys’ commitment and love of the game could not be faulted. This in
many respects is due to the parents. Without your help throughout
the season whether it be supplying oranges, washing jumpers or
providing transport to and from training and games, the season
would not be a successful one, so thankyou! Massive thanks must
go to Terese Edmondson for filling the role of manager this year,
your work during the season was outstanding. A special thanks to all
the parents that helped out on match day, but in particular, training it made my job a lot easier, so thank you.
Cameron Gordon: A Really Smart Footballer That Used His Great
Decision Making To Find The Ball And Then Pass It To A Teammate
Or Kick A Goal.

Daniel Fiddock: A Huge, Line-Breaking Right Boot, Which Could
Tear Up Any Opposition Defences.
Jack Edmondson: Continued To Improve His Skills. He Goes Hard
At The Ball And Loves To Kick A Goal.

James Chilcott: Improved His Skills Out Of Sight, Which He Then
Used All Round The Ground Expertly.
Levi Carle: Very Good Skills. His Kicking Efficiency Was
Outstanding, As Was His Marking Especially In Defence.
Marcus James: Really Solid All-Round Skills With A Handy Knack
For Kicking A Goal Or Two.
Miles Morgan: A Booming Right Foot And A Smart Footy Brain, The
Perfect Combination!
Todd Hassett: Really Classy Skills And Could Find The Big Sticks
From Anywhere On The Park.
Keep practising those skills boys and hopefully we’ll see you down
next year!

Cayden Chun: His Pace And His Disposal By Foot Were Used To
Great Effect To Set Up Several Forward Thrusts.
Christo Manios: Could Dispose The Ball By Hand Or By Foot
Superbly And Was Always One Of The First To Training.
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Frank James
Coach
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What a fun and exciting season of Auskick we had. It was great to
see so many kids down at the club each week, fantastic to have 3
girls in our group as well.

have one of the mums, Steph Cook help so often as well. Thanks
also to all the other parents who chipped in running the drills, goal
umpiring and supporting during the games.

After a few weeks we settled into a good mix of skills training and
Auskick games, I think all of the kids have learnt new skills and
improved on those as the season has gone on.

I can’t wait for next season and I look forward to seeing all of you
back then. I hope you all had as much fun as myself and the other
coaches have had. Keep practising with your parents, brothers and
sisters and friends.

I would like to give a big thanks to Brent Daily, Luke Tannock and
Grant Collins for their help and support every Tuesday. Great to

Mark Longton.

Little Stingers No.1
Team Sponsor - Stingrays 100 Club

Left to right
Front row: Isabella Howie, Aston Coppard, Andrew Henwood, Sebastian Fisher, Ethan Ellison, Lucy Cunnington
Back row: Alexander Howie, Abel Algie, Sage Longton, Jay Kapica, Aiden Ellison

Isabella Howie: one of the girls, loves to play the games, improving
each week

Alexander Howie: good kick, never wants training to finish

Aston Coppard: improves every time he trains, loves kicking the ball

Sage Longton: tough job as a coaches son, improved lots, trains
till dark

Andrew Henwood: enjoys Auskick and practicing his kicking
Sebastian Fisher: loves to run fast and enjoys kicking goals for his
team
Ethan Ellison: mixed it with the bigger kids well
Lucy Cunnington: another of our girls, always matched with the boys

Abel Algie: energetic in all weather, loves the contested footy

Jay Kapica: great listener, kicking improved well over the season
Aiden Ellison: great kick for goal, trains really well
Mark Longton
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Little Stingers No.2
Team Sponsor - Como IGA

Left to right
Front row: Owen Daily, Oscar West, Liam Noid, Alex Leerson, Griffin Szczecinski,
Back row: Samuel Shipton, Riley Patten, Hunter Woodley-Page, Declan Carter

Owen Daily: lethal left foot, great marking skills, obsessed with AFL
Oscar West: trains really hard, clever around the goals

Samuel Shipton: an on field leader in the making, attacks the ball
well

Liam Noid: completes the drills with great enthusiasm, loves the
games

Riley Patten:  competitive little small forward, neat skills

Alex Leerson: can’t get enough of training and always kicking a
footy

Declan Carter: looks and plays like a young Nick Reiwoldt

Hunter Woodley-Page: great long kick, loves to drill a goal

Griffin Szczecinski: ball of energy, loves to go for a speccy
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Brent Daily
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Little Stingers No.3
Team Sponsor - Como IGA

Left to right
Front row: Archie Purcell, Matthew Collins, Anthony Milner, Cole Tin, Hamish Dzodz, Liam Patman
Back row: William McKenzie, Thomas McKenzie, James Graham, Connor Mahon, Oliver Perkis, Luke Chapman
Archie Purcell: little ball of energy, competes really well in the
games
Matthew Collins: clever goal sneak, great attitude at training
Anthony Milner: great competitor in the games, improved well over
the season
Cole Tin: enjoys kicking goals. Hopes to play for the Dockers one
day
Hamish Dzodz: keen listener, excelled at full back in some of the
games
Liam Patman: great team spirit, fast little runner

William McKenzie: loves playing footy with his mates
Thomas McKenzie: Big right kick, goes in hard for the ball
James Graham: great mark for his size, good young footballer
Connor Mahon: Very enthusiastic loves to be part of the team
Oliver Perkis: tall skillful ruck man in the making
Luke Chapman: contests well for the football, always gives 100%
Grant Collins
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Little Stingers No.4
Team Sponsor - Stingrays 100 Club

Left to right
Front row: Callum Cook, Oliver Marais, Jasper Smith, Ben Davies, John Tannock, Levi McGrath, Xavier Crebs
Back row: Casey Jackson, Aiden Brennan, Hayden Clark, Baxter Grey, Ryan Drummond, Rory Cook.
Callum Cook: loves to carry the ball, enjoys a scrap with his brother

Absent

Oli Marais: loves to wrestle, even when the ball is not in sight

Connor Cusak: progressed well through the season, will be slotting
goals next year

Jasper Smith: developing into a great young footballer

Nick Dolberg: powerful  kick, loves to take pack marks

Ben Davies: booming kick, clean marker of the footy

Wesley Hartland: great footy skills, very clean user of the ball

John Tannock:  hard running defender, ball magnet
Levi McGrath: improved throughout the season, great team player

Aiden Evans: energetic player, competes hard on the ground

Xavier Crebs: great shot for goal, hard at the ball

Emilie Evans: mixed it with the boys, neat little kick

Casey Jackson: often first at training, awesome kicks
Aidan Brennan:  loves footy so much he never wants the game to
end
Hayden Clark: beautiful long kick, good defender
Baxter Grey: wonderful all round skills, shares the ball well
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Ryan Drummond: hunts the footy, loves breaking into the clear
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Charlie Jenkins: skillful around the goals, helps out his team

Kaelem Evans: vocal team player, nice shot for goal
Novak Tomasevic-Ljubia: kicking improved as the season went,
great chest mark
Xavier Ulgiati-Ferreira : great competitor, good footy skills
James Byrne: centre half forward is his spot, good goal kicker.
Luke Tannock

Rory Cook: defends like a glove, got better each week
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Umpires
This year, 10 of our South Perth Junior Football Club players/past
players/parents formed part of the Demons District Umpires Panel.
The umpires train every Wednesday between 5.30 and 7.30pm with
a combination of on field drills and fitness training, and instruction
on rules, interpretation and decision reviews in the training room.
They work together as a team, with the more experienced umpires
passing on their knowledge and capability from game practice to
the new umpires. Social functions organised by the Demons District
Football Umpires Association also provide the opportunity to develop
new friendships.
Depending on experience umpires from South Perth, we have
controlled games from year 4 up to year 12 this season. With this
new gained experience, we are now able to progress through to
the next levels, ultimately moving to advanced development squads
and umpiring at senior community level. Former players from South
Perth Junior Football Club are currently involved in umpiring at
senior levels including WAFL matches.

Back row: Rob Ramsden, Ty Gent, Michael Bleakley, Chris
Loughnan
Front row: Morgan Ramsden, James Loughnan, Toby Price,
James Knight

There is a clear pathway for umpire development, with the training
and mentoring provided by the Demons District. Young players with
a passion for the game are encouraged to consider umpiring. It can
be very rewarding in developing strong communication, decision
making, leadership, confidence, conflict resolution and a better
understanding of the great game of Australian Football. The extra
pocket money helps as well!

Former SPJFC players at WAFL Umpiring Ranks
•

Beau Wardman

Played over 100 games for SPJFC
Stingrays and is now the Coach of the
Year 11 team. Beau is one of WA’s
leading umpires and has cemented
himself in the top five umpires in WA.
Beau has umpired 100 WAFL League
games and this year was in the AIS AFL
Umpiring Academy.
•

Ryan Sinclair

Played 100 games for SPJFC Stingrays
and played in the 2009 SPJFC 17’s
premiership team.
He has had a
great year on the boundary. Ryan has
umpired 73 league games.
•

Kyle Sinclair

Played for the SPJFC Stingrays 17’s
team in the SPJFC 2011 premiership.
Kyle is a SPJFC life member, having
played over 150 games for SPJFC and
is now one of WAFL’s leading boundary
umpires. Kyle has umpired 31 league
games.

Ryan Sinclair, Beau Wardman and Kyle Sinclair.
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Our SPJFC players, past players and parents Umpires
•

Rob Ramsden,

•

Morgan Ramsden

•

Michael Ritter

•

Ty Gent,

•

James Loughnan

•

David Bleakley

•

Michael Bleakley,

•

Toby Price

•

Chris Loughnan

•

James Knight

WEEDS, AEROPLANES AND FRIENDS
Are you one of those kids who does cartwheels in the corner?
Helps the gardeners with the weeding and other gardening?
Or maybe just a person who makes sure those flights are on
schedule and planes are in the sky at the right time all the time?
Well do I have a job for you! FOOTBALL UMPIRING!
I myself am a strong gymnast, a veteran of weeding, and a great
park pilot. I would walk off the field with no less than at least
one more friend, just another addition to the random strangers I
add on facebook. Umpiring allows you to not only achieve these
many important tasks, but also permits you to run away from
the red bullet of pain, some may call it the football. Stay as FAR
AWAY AS POSSIBLE from that thing for the sake of keeping all
your bones in the right place, and potentially keep the ability to
have children!? (which is fair to say)

If you share this view with me, to be a passive and gentle player,
come to the army of umpires where we are working together to
protect players, and maintain harmony on this world, one football
field at a time.
I would finally like to conclude by saying isn’t it just great to be
paid: to watch people fight over a ball, being amused by the
anger and frustration it can cause for players and spectators;
and watching mums with champagne in their coffee cups at 8
o’clock in the morning to bare the pain of spectating (whilst being
awfully rowdy).
SO SIGN UP TO BE AN UMPIRE, IT WILL BE THE BEST
THING YOU EVER DO!
Stephen Loughnan
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LADDER – End of regular season
2013 Yr 11 Perth / East Perth
POS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

TEAM
Coolbina
South Perth
Gosnells
Victoria Park
Kenwick
Ballajura
Ellenbrook
Mt Hawthorn

P
14
15
14
14
14
14
14
14

W
11
12
10
9
7
7
3
3

L
3
3
4
4
6
6
11
11

D
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0

B
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2

PTS
71
76
66
63
54
50
38
36

%
144.44
142.80
136.16
159.21
116.44
101.45
72.80
67.04

% POINTS
84.52
84.44
78.57
76.19
64.29
60.71
45.24
44.05

9

Belmont

15

0

14

0

1

23

40.17

26.67

2013 Yr 10 Perth / East Perth
POS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

TEAM
Mt Lawley
South Perth
Noranda
Ellenbrook
Mt Hawthorn
Ballajura
Thornlie – GREEN
Huntingdale

P
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

W
15
11
11
10
10
9
9
7

L
0
4
4
5
5
6
6
7

D
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

B
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

PTS
89
74
68
68
65
64
62
59

%
303.70
140.84
152.13
148.11
146.59
118.56
128.29
94.20

% POINTS
98.89
82.22
76.67
75.56
72.22
72.22
68.89
65.56

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Belmont
Redcliffe
Thornlie – GOLD
Kenwick
Bayswater
GOLDsnells
Maddington

15
15
14
15
15
15
15

6
6
5
5
3
2
2

9
8
9
10
12
13
13

0
1
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
2
1
1
1
1

54
50
44
44
41
37
33

82.53
89.17
76.08
71.35
57.94
43.47
48.06

60.00
55.56
52.38
48.89
45.56
41.11
36.67

W
13
11
8
7
5
3
2
0

L
1
2
6
6
9
10
12
3

D
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

B
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
0

PTS
84
82
66
56
45
36
38
3

%
188.32
208.88
134.48
112.76
63.88
66.14
66.07
19.91

% POINTS
93.33
91.11
73.33
63.33
53.57
42.86
42.22
7.14

2013 Yr 9 Perth District
POS
1
2.
3.
4.
5
6
7
8.

TEAM
Thornlie
S/Perth – GREEN
Queens Park
Vic Park
GOLDsnells
S/Perth – GOLD
Maddington
Belmont

P
15
15
15
15
14
14
15
7

2013 Yr 8 Perth District
POS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

TEAM
Thornlie – GREEN
Lyn/Ferndale
Thornlie – GOLD
S/Perth – GREEN
Redcliffe
Belmont
Huntingdale
S/Perth – GOLD

P
15
14
15
14
14
14
14
14

W
14
13
11
7
6
4
4
3

L
1
1
4
7
8
9
10
9

D
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

B
1
2
1
2
2
2
2
2

PTS
86
78
73
56
51
44
44
42

%
332.75
324.58
244.08
117.42
93.53
59.85
49.08
64.81

% POINTS
95.56
92.86
81.11
66.67
60.71
57.14
52.38
50.00

9

Kenwick

14

0

13

0

2

26

12.22

30.95
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2013 SPJFC SPONSORS
Our Sponsors are critical to the ongoing financial viability of our club. We extend a warm appreciation
for their support and encourage all members to patronise their services whenever possible.

SPJFC PRINCIPLE SPONSOR

www.ianhutch.com.au

9474 2200

SPJFC MAJOR SPONSORS

SPJFC TEAM SPONSORS

www.ianhutch.com.au

9474 2200

Condor

WA Shed Co

Developments

RETAIL
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Autographs
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